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2Jefferson Medical College:
A Five Year Report
by William F. Kellow, M.D.
Dr. William F. Kellow, Dean and Vice President of Jefferson Medical College, reviews his five years as chief
administrative officer.
Jefferson Medical College prides
itself on the clinical quality of its
graduates and its great contribution
to the medical care system of this
community and this country. At
every opportu nity we point to the
Jeffersonians who have achieved
status in the medical profession. We
applaud the living alumni who have
attained medical distinction in their
own communities, and we publish
accounts of former Jeffersonians who
have mad e outstanding records in
American medicine. Whil e making
determined efforts to promote
research and community service,
Jefferson always has upheld medical
education as th e first purpose of a
medical school. Now we look for-
ward to Jefferson 's Sesquicentenni al
and the beginning of a major capital
campaign to provide for our future;
we also look back to assess past
progress.
Five years have passed since th e
present administration of Jefferson
Medical College und ertook its
responsibiliti es, and this Report
provides information for this entire
period. Th e programs which had been
started when Dr. Willi am A. Sodeman
was Dean have been continued and
other programs were initiated. Much
of the Report is concerned with
assessments of the new programs. As
reviews of this kind are written,
however, there is a tend ency to
highlight progress and to overlook
disappointmen ts. Some readers may
recognize this tendency herein. Yet
much is to be learn ed from failures,
and so a purposeful effort has been
made to identify those areas wh ere
goals were missed so that new
targets can be set.
In November, 1967 the regular
accreditation visit by the Liaison
Committee on Medical Education was
held , and th e visitors were pleased
with the progress which had been
mad e since Jefferson previously was
accredited in 1958. The report
highlight ed a number of areas which
requ ired further attention:
Th e governance of th e medical
school was too centralized in an
executive faculty which was a
large and functionally cumber-
some body.
Th e education of students in the
clinical years was unbalanced
becau se of the number of
affi liated hospitals which had not
been integrated adequately into
our instructional program.
Th e faculty salary structure had
accommodated new needs and
pressures, and as a result incon-
sistencies existed.
Th ere were a variety of ways in
which salaried memb ers of the
clinical faculty supplemented
their incom es by medical practice
and so the accreditation report
emphasized the need for a
medical practice plan.
Th e visitors noted that the
previous accreditation report
had urged that faculty salary
increases be made on an annual
basis and this had not been
established, and so they urged
that the entire budget system
be restructured and mod ernized
and that a greater degree of
extramura l support be sought.
Th e 1967 plan for a new
curriculum was praised as a
'1audable start" but curricular
planning was recognized as
an ongoing process and thus
th ere was a need to evolve
further into a total new
comprehensive program
designed to meet expressed goals.
Four of th e affiliated hospitals
were visited, and th ese
clerkship programs were
considered excellent although
the visitors were dismayed to
find so many students
expressing preference for
affi liated programs over our
clerkships at Jefferson.
Since much of th e clinical
curriculum depended on other
hospitals, th ey cited a need for
formal agreements with our
affiliates.
Research was considered in-
sufficiently developed, and the
educational responsibilities of
the facul ty were judged out of
proportion to the investiga-
tive endeavors.
Th e accreditation visitors showed
particular concern for the small size
of the full time facu lty in relation to
the large student body and empha-
sized that in this respect Jefferson was
in the lowest quartile of American
medical schools. Thus our commit-
ments for furth er enlargement of
the medical student body and for the
faculty to participate in the develop-
ment of programs in the new College
of Allied Health Sciences wer e
mat ters of concern to the visiting
team.
Perhaps it was fortui tous that an
external body came here so soon
after a new administration because
the accreditation report stated what
needed to be done next. It was a
long list, and much is still undone.
But we can also point to accomplish-
ments in a numb er of areas.
As suggested by the accreditation
committee, the governance of this
medical school has been changed
considerably in recent years. Th e
crea tion of the bodies of the
General Fa culty and the Professorial
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4The creation of the
bodies of the General
Faculty and the
Professorial Faculty
has provided a means
whereby every faculty
member can be heard
Faculty has provided a means
whereby every faculty member
can be heard, and they have placed
the determination of the academic
policies of the College in the hands
of the senior members of the faculty
while establishing a small executive
body for efficient operation.
The revision of the Bylaws in
July, 1969 created a balance between
the authority that is necessary for
the officers of the College (Dean and
Department Chairmen) in order to
meet their responsibilities and the
means for expression which a
university faculty must have if it is
to function as an academic body.
All academic programs of the College
are developed by faculty committees.
Administrative decisions are made by
the officers but can be questioned
and reviewed by the faculty through
its committee structure. Each year
there has been a further implementa-
tion of this "new democracy" as
the faculty has learned to use these
procedures and as operating policies
have been derived from them. Now
the Bylaws Committee has under-
taken to write a manual of rules and
procedures to supplement the Bylaws
and to incorporate new guidelines
and operating policies which have
been developed.
Th e faculty adopted a new curric-
ulum in the spring of 1967, and so
the first months of this administration
were given largely to implementing
the courses and programs of that
curriculum. Th e curriculum of 1967
has been refined more and more each
year, and now there has evolved
a new curriculum of 1972. Our
instructional program will meet the
expectations of the next accredita-
tion visit for it will be a more
correlated program and one which
will provide a better transition into
the various residency programs of
the postgraduate years. By creating
an Office of Research in Medical
Education, we have provided a means
of surveying our educational program
constantly, and a means also has
been developed to review and hope-
fully standardize our evaluation
procedures. This Office has begun
a longitudinal study to collect infor-
mation on our graduates as well as
our students. Soon we hope that
computer technology will contribute
to the evaluation process and not only
correct and analyze examinations, but
even compose them. Moreover, the
evaluation division of this Office
is giving much attention to new
methods for assessing a student's
skills and atti tudes and his personal
development so that data will be
available to strengthen the counseling
procedures and help our students
develop as total physicians, capable
of giving comprehensive care .
More than half of the clinical
education of Jefferson students is
supervised by members of the
faculty in our many affiliated hospi-
tals. As urged by the accreditation
visitors, we now have concluded
formal major affiliation agreements
with every one of the following
hospitals: Bryn Mawr Hospital,
Cooper Hospital, Coatesville V.A.
Hospital, Delaware State Hospital,
Einstein Medical Center Daroff
Division, Lankenau Hospital, Mercy
Catholic Medical Center, Methodist
Hospital, Our Lady of Lourdes Hos-
pital , Thomas Jefferson University
Hospital, U.S. Naval Hospital and
Wills Eye Hospital. The process of
deliberating the various issues of these
agreements with the staffs of these
hospitals has produced an understand-
ing of th e responsibilities of Jefferson
to these faculty members as well as
their obligations to our students. This
has been good. It has led to a more
active participation of faculty of the
affiliated hospitals in making
academic policy here at the medical
school as well as in teaching in their
own institutions. Thus memb ers of
the faculty at these hospitals are
active in the Professional Faculty at
Jefferson Medical College and are
appointed to the standing committees
of the faculty.
A most interesting affiliation has
been developed with the Delaware
Institute of Medical Education and
Research whereby Jefferson serves
as the Medical School for the state
of Delaware. Associated with us in
this endeavor are the University of
Delaware and the Wilmington
Medical Cent er. Twenty Delaware
resid ents are chosen yearly by
Jefferson and the University to be
enrolled in the Medical School for a
four year program which includes
considerable clerkship experience
at the Wilmington Medical Center
and other Delaware hospitals during
their third and fourth years.
Th ere has been a considerable
change in the budget structure of the
Medical School in the last five years.
Table I shows how sources of finan-
cial support have shifted. More and
more th e basic operations of the
academic medical centers of the
country are being supported by
federal and state tax dollars. This
has produced a larger budget and
more secure support, but it also has
led to greater public scrutiny of our
activities. This is why we had to
proceed during the first year to act
on the recommendation of the
accredita tion visitors and consolidate
efforts which were already underway
to develop a medical practice
plan for the members of the faculty
who are fully salaried. The practice
plan has served its purpose and it has
functioned well. Beyond its purposes,
however , it has crea ted a number of
problems. Th e full time facu lty and
the non-full time faculty in the
clinical departments have become
divided, and th ese two groups have
developed separate organizations
to discuss their interests in various
curren t issues. Th e practice plan
probably has contributed to this
division in the clinical faculty . Efforts
are und erway to understand the
basic differences in each group and to
resolve them. Many members of
both groups are assisting these efforts,
and it should be stat ed tha t an
important purpose of the practice
TABLE I COMPARISON OF OPERATING BUDGET OVER FIVE YEARS
OPERATING INCOME
Comprehensive Fees .
Application Fees .
Pennsylvani a Appropriation .
Delaware Appropriation .
Budgeted Overhead from Grants .
Animal House Services Recovered .
Teaching Services Recovered .
Institutional Grants .
Department Project Research and Training Grants .
Department Health Services Grants .
Miscellaneous .
Total .
OPERATI NG EXPE TSE
Instructional .
Administrati on and Supporting Services .
Institutional .
Total .
Operating Deficit .
Less: Grants, Gift s, En dowments Allocated to Reduce
Operating Deficit .
NET DEFICIT .
1968-1969 1972-1973
Approved Approved
Budget Budget
$ 1,237,000 $ 2,082,000
42,000 76,000
2,486,000 3,600,000
-0- 420,000
600,000 700,000
80,000 190,000
105,000 584,000
1,879,000 3,479,000
4,021,000 3,280,000
1,600,000 3,300,000
12,000 12,000
$12,062,000 $17,723,000
$10,294,000 $13,076,000
846,000 1,094,000
1,953,000 4,125,000
$13,093,000 $18,295,000
$( 1,031,(00 ) $ (572,000)
609,000 572,000
$ (422,000) -0-
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plan is to limit the endeavors of
the full time faculty in medical
practice so that their academic efforts
will not be compromised. Further-
more, it should be recorded that there
is no intention and no need foreseen
to ask the non-full time members of
the faculty to join this plan or any
other plan. Hopefully, thes e matters
will be understood more completely as
more experience is gained with this
plan so that our faculty can unite
again and thus overcom e Jefferson's
most serious current problem.
Responding to the need for greater
extramural support as noted by th e
accreditation visitors, this adminis-
tration spent much of its effort during
these five years in obtaining new
federal grants for operational
programs. Tabl e I demonstrates that
it has been possible to expand the
budget of the Medical College from
$13.8 million in 1968 to $18.2 million
in 1972 and at the same tim e elimin-
ate a net deficit which exceeded
$400,000 in 1968. For th e last two
years the College has been fiscally
stable.
As new funds have become avail-
able, it has been possible to establish
salary scales at higher levels for the
academic ranks of the faculty. Each
year more members of the faculty
have been incorporated into these
levels so that a salary structure has
come about which allows Jefferson to
compete well with oth er medical
schools in recruiting new faculty and
retaining our best people.
Th ere has been an increase in the
total faculty and also in the number
of full time faculty in this five year
period (Table II ). Our salaried
faculty, nevertheless, remains small
in relation to our large teaching
commitments , and a recent national
survey shows that in this regard
Jefferson is still in the lowest quartile
of American medical schools. The
important development in faculty
appointments, however, has been
the strengthening of many disci-
plin es: experimental embryology,
immunology, virology, genetics ,
otolaryngology, oncology, cardiology,
studies in alcoholism, allergy ,
infectious diseases, neurosurgery,
children's orthopaedics , family
planning, rehabilitation medicine,
community psychiatry, transplanta-
tion surgery, radiation th erapy, and
now we are giving much attention
to a strong development in family
medicine.
This has been a difficult period for
research and research training. The
reduction of federal support for re-
search has been felt at Jefferson, and
a study shows that department re-
search and training grants were thirty-
three percent of the budget in 1968
and only eighteen percent in 1972.
This enormous change in income has
presented a significant budget
problem and yet no facul ty member
has been terminated or undergone a
salary reduction because of this loss
of research income. Th ese figures,
however, do signify how much our
faculty has had to reorient its efforts
into educational and community
service endeavor, and they reflect
the extent to which basic research
has declined in American medicine.
As our budget has become more
stable, we have used funds from the
General Research Support Grant to
encourage research by purchasing
new equipment items for new
department chai rmen and by reinsti-
tuting a small grants program for
new faculty. Yet our research effort
remain s small in relation to our large
educational effort, and in this aspect
of our academic program, great
progress cannot be claimed.
TABLE II FACULTY STATISTICS
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Professorial Faculty .
Other .
Total .
Strict Full Tim e .
Part Tim e Salaried .
Volunteer .
Leave of Absence .
Emeriti .
Honorary Members .
1971-72
322
761
1083
214
74
790
5
17
69
1970-71
295
683
978
224
105
643
4
18
65
We are now engaged in considering
collaborati ve research projects which
may compete more successfully for
extramural funds. In this regard,
Jefferson has received a planning
grant for a cancer center. Several
members of our faculty under the
leadership of Dr. Simon Kramer
have spearheaded these efforts. In
addition, the faculty has placed
considerable effort into developing
new service programs which can be
an important support to our educa-
tional and research goals. Perhaps
our greatest tragedy, however, has
been the loss of federal support for
our Clinical Research Center. This has
been a disappointment to the entire
faculty, and it has been a handicap
in recruiting new faculty. As this is
written, another effort is underway
to apply for renewed support, and
those who are in charge of this Center
are to be admired for their determi-
nation and persistence.
We are proud of the students at
Jefferson. Their nwnber has in-
creased by twenty percent in these
five years. Th ey like their school and
they do a great deal to make it better.
Students were added to the Admis-
sions Committee in 1968 and then to
the Curriculum Committee; now
students are full members of a
number of other faculty committees
as well. Applications for admission to
Jefferson have increased enormously.
Whenever this occurs, there is a
tendency to accept only those with
outstanding academic records. Our
Admissions Committee, however, has
remained selective and has recog-
nized a need to diversify the student
body. To do this, the Committee
uses a formula which gives separate
attention to personal criteria even
though these are harder to judge than
the previous academic record alone.
We have made an earnest attempt to
interest more women and black
students in Jefferson, and now we are
considering a program to attract more
studen ts from rural communities,
hopin g that they will return home
and thus help to distribute medical
care more uniformly.
The development of better
evaluation and counseling programs
has reduced the attrition rate
appreciably, and the performance of
our students on internal and external
examinations has been very good
(Tables III, see following page) . We
can be proud in particular of the
outstanding medical centers to which
our graduates go for internship and
postgraduate training. Table IV dem-
onstrates how well our students are
accepted by the more competitive
internship programs.
Nationally there is an effort
underway to accelerate medical
education and to reduce medical
school time to three years. Jefferson
has had more experience than most
schools with an accelerated program,
and our enthusiasm is high for the
combined effort which we have with
Penn State University. Yet we do not
feel that this is a suitable program
for all medical students. We do not
plan to reduce the regular curricu-
lum at Jefferson although some
students may finish in less than four
years if through pretesting they are
given advanced placement in selected
courses.
Jefferson has had a strong commit-
ment for many years to provide
opportunities and programs for the
continuing education of practicing
physicians. Our involvement in these
programs has continued to grow dur-
ing these five years. The level of
knowledge of the practicing physician
is certainly a foremost factor in
achieving the highest quality of medi-
cal care. In terms of its responsibili-
ties to its community, every medical
school must do its utmost to pro-
mote the quality of medical service if
it is to deserve the public support
which medical education requires.
The Jefferson faculty, therefore,
invests a considerable effort in con-
tinuing medical education, and we
have done so particularly throughout
Pennsylvania and Delaware whose
appropriations are vital to our
operation.
This review has focused on the past
five years at Jefferson Medical
The development of
better evaluation and
counseling programs
has reduced the
attrition rate
appreciably and the
performance of our
students on internal
and external
examinations has been
very good
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TABLE m x PART I NATIONAL BOARDS RESULTS
JEFFERSON ALL OTHER SCHOOLS
1967 1968 1969 1970 19710 1967 1968 1969 1970 19710
._ -
-- --
._-
-- -- -- --
MEAN SCORE 83 81 80 82 528 81 81 80 80 500
% HONORS 15 7 7 18 9 8 10 11
% FAILED 2 6 7 6 10 10 12 10 10 12
TABLE m n PART II NATIONAL BOARDS RESULTS
ALL OTHER SCHOOLS
MEAN SCORE
% HONORS
% FAILED
1967
83
9
1
JEFFERSON
1968 1969 1970
-- -- --
83 83 82
17 15 10
011
1971
82
11
1
1967
82
10
2
1968
82
10
2
1969
82
8
2
1970
82
8
1
1971
82
8
2
TABLE mc PART m NATIONAL BOARDS RESULTS
ALL OTHER SCHOOLS
MEAN SCORE
% HONORS
% FAILED
1968
82
6
2
JEFFERSON
1969 1970 1971
-- -- --
83 82 84
11 7 14
221
1972
82
5
1
1968
82
6
2
1969
82
5
2
1970
82
6
2
1971
83
14
2
1972
82
6
2
TABLE IV STUDENT INTERNSHIPS
1964-67 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972
-- --
University Hospital . .. .. .. . .. . . . ... . .. . . . . 13.9% 24.2% 40.6% 33.1% 32.0% 36.0%
University Affiliated Hospital
Major .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . 39.9% 36.9% 26.4% 32.5% 41.0% 41.0%
Minor . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. ... .. . 5.8% 6.4% 8.9% 11.9% 4.0% 7.0%
Non-Affiliated Hospital . .. . .. . ... . ...... . .. 38.6% 26.8% 23.5% 20.0% 19.0% 13.0%
Military .. .. .. . .. ... .. .. .. .. ..... . .. .. . . . 1.8% 5.7% .6% 2.5% 4.0% 3.0%
-- --
100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
°New Nat ional Board Scoring Syst em
The National Board of Medical Examiners is making a
gradual transition in grade reporting from scaled scores
to standard scores beginning with the June, 1971 Part I
examination. Standard scores are used by the College
Board and the Medical College Admission Test (MCAT).
Raw scores of candidates for certification by the National
Board are adjusted to an average of 500 and a standard
8
deviation of 100. A score of 380 is passing on the Part I
examination and is roughly equal to a scale score of 75.
In the scaled score system, an "honors" grade was 88;
although this is equivalent to a standard score of 610, an
official "honors" category is no longer designated as such
by the National Board and thus is not included in the
above table.
College. Little reference has been
mad e, therefore, to the impressive
expansion in our physical facilities
because these were planned and
largely underway before this five year
period began . Th ere also has been
sparse mention of the great progress
of Jefferson as a University. As we
look forward , however, it is evident
that the divisions of the University do
not stand alone, and the programs of
~e Univ~rsity will lead to a greater
interrelat ion of the faculties of our
three colleges and the staffs of
TJU and Children's Heart Hospitals.
During a faculty conference at
Paley House in Novemb er, 1969, it
was recognized that master planning
was a foremost need at Jefferson, and
tha~ this was a vast undertaking
which would require several years of
intensive effort . Indeed it has , but
these years of effort will soon lead to
the first set of conclusions. Prominent
among them will be the concept that
medical education is a lifelong proc-
ess and academic medical centers
must play some role in all its phas es.
To a large extent, we are prepared
to do this, and the curriculum now
will relate more than ever to the pre-
medical phase on the one hand and
to the postgraduate residency years
on the other.
Weare moving toward the time
when our residency programs will be
an integrated series of experiences at
Jefferson and at one or more affiliated
hospitals. Patient care also will be
evermore integrated between our hos-
pitals, with Jefferson and certain affili-
at es playing a more tertiary role and
others a more primary one. The future
emphasis of patient care, however,
will be more and more in ambulatory
settings, and the foremost need before
us is to plan for reorganizing our
whol e outpatient system. This is diffi-
cult becaus e the national system of
health care is Undergoing such a reex-
amination that no one can predict
how ambulatory care will be organ-
ized and paid for ten years hence. Yet
we have an opportunity to consider
future primary care to be more of a
team effort with the physician as the
leader of this team and with a series
of professional assistants who are
skilled and knowledgeable in such
aspects of medical practice as well as
b~by care, handling of emergencies,
history taking, physical examination
and the performance of a variety of
procedures.
This will create a new role for the
primary physician , one which will
emphasize clinical judgment, decision
making, determination of therapy, use
of consultants and the administration
of p~rsonnel and programs. The prep-
aration of students for this role re-
quires profound reexamination of our
effort as a medical faculty, and we
must seek leaders with enough fore-
Sight and flexibility to create ambu-
latory care settings in which our stu-
dents and residents can be prepared
for such roles.
The restlessness of the American
public foretells that changes will
occur in the health care system. The
coming years, therefore, will be diffi-
cult because educational institutions
should be ahead of the public, train-
ing young people for tomorrow's
world, and yet tomorrow is largely
unknown. The officers of the Medical
School and of the University are
pledged to keep Jefferson moving for-
ward, but this must be done by set-
ting objectives first and then planning
~rograms to meet them. The ob jec-
tives of our new curriculum have
been stated to provide during the first
two phases of the educational pro-
gram the basic knowledge and disci-
pline which should be common to
every physician and then to offer a
transitional ph ase into the postgrad-
uate yea rs. Plann ing for the first two
phases is going well, but this can be
expected because we are familiar
with these matters. Th e great test
comes in planning the new concept
of ph ase three wherein the students
must be separated into different cate-
gories. This calls for us to stretch our
thoughts to plan the educational ex-
periences in this final year as a pre-
lud e to the education and training
which will come in the residency
years beyond. If th is faculty can meet
these cha llenges, we will indeed have
carried forward the traditions of
Dunglison, Gross, Mitchell , Finlay,
Gibbon and all the other great
Jeffersonians whose heritage we claim
so proudly.
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Fraternities 1973:
Is the Party Over?
by Joy R. Mara
In 1899 Phi Alpha Sigma becam e the first medical
fraternity at Jefferson, beginning a tradition at the
College which has remained unbroken, if not unchanged.
By 1911 there were eleven frat ernities, ranging in size
from thirty-six to fifty-Six members. Each frat erni ty had
a chapter hous e where by 1929 two hundred forty-six
students were hous ed for approximately $20 per month .
Sixty percent of the student body took their meals in
fraternity dining rooms.
In the early years of the frat ernities men sought
memb ership in part because chapter house accommo-
dations were more cheerful and satisfactory than
available boarding houses , and the cost was about the
same. More importantly, campus social life revolved
around fraternity activities, and brotherhood was fostered
by traditional Rush week rivalries, initiation ritu als and
working togeth er.
Today only six of the original eleven fraternities still
exist : Phi Alpha Sigma, Alpha Kappa Kappa, Nu Sigma
Nu, Phi Chi , Phi Delta Epsilon and Theta Kappa Psi.
Of thes e only Phi Alpha Sigma and Nu Sigma Nu still
have working kitch ens. Today's frat ernities have fewer
members proportionately than the original Jefferson
groups and fewer members absolutely than the brother-
hoods of the 1950s and early 1960s.
The reasons for the decline in membership and
importance of the fraternities are various, inevitable and
often intangible. In recent years the Greek system
throughout the Unit ed States has suffered from a lack of
student interest. For college students in the last four to
seven years fraternities generally have been regarded as a
caricature. The traditional frat ernity rituals and image have
had a reactionary connotation, and individual member-
ship was rationalized rather than vaunted. Although
the medical fraternities are more soph isticated and have
more open membership policies than the stereotype
of the undergraduate fraternity, the preconceived atti tude
of the student can close his mind to the medical frater-
nities at Jefferson.
Today's greater percentage of married students helps
to account for membership decline. Married students
cannot take advantage of the housing or dining faciliti es,
and they may feel the social activities irrelevant or
unnecessary to them. Such students are more likely to be
preoccupied with family responsibilities and less likely
to have the extra money for frat ernity dues than are
single students.
The medical school curriculum discourages even
singles membership, however. Since the last two years
often involve out of town assignm ents , many students
feel they will not be abl e to take full advantage of the
fraternity during this period.
Th e advent of Orlowitz Residence Hall at the comer
of Tenth and Walnut Streets has coincid ed with and helped
to account for decreased interest in frat ernities. Paul
Bialas, immediate past President of Phi Alpha
Sigma, explains:
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"One of the major functions of a fratern ity used to be to
provide reasonably priced housing in the campus area.
Orlowitz now has assumed that function, and the
fraternity hous es can 't compare with its accommodations.
The waiting list notification schedule for Orlowitz has
placed an additional burden on the frat ernities. During
Rush week or before, a student will register with a
fraternity for housing. Shortly thereafter if he is notified
of an opening in Orlowitz, he often drops out of frat ernity
housing-stoo late for the fraternity, which does not work
on a lease/ contract system, to find a replacement. Th e
notification schedul es could be adjusted, but until they
are, the comp etition from Orlowitz will be a serious drain
on our money and our memb ership."
Just as Orlowitz has become the most important
Jefferson housing factor, so the Jefferson Commons,
locat ed in Jefferson Alumni Hall, has taken over much
of the responsibility for providing campus social
activities (see page 14 ). This coincides with
fraternity financial difficulties which have necessitated
a cut-back in the number of social func tions the groups
can afford to sponsor.
In the same way, Jefferson Alumni Hall cafeteria now
provides reasonably priced, wholesome meals. As
student need for frat ernity kitch ens has declined,
fraternity membership and financial support have
declined too. Although there are many who might still
prefer the fraternity alternative, weak ened finances have
caused the demise of most fraternity kitchens. Phi Chi's
kitchen is the most recent example. Its closing in
February, 1973 affected not only its own membership
but also many of the brothers of AKK who had been
eating at the Phi Chi house since its own kitchen closed
a year ago.
The situation is not snowballing as inexorably as it
may seem. It is generally agreed that bad financia l
management, if only for one year, can make a crucial
difference to a fraternity's ledger. Phi Alpha Sigma and
Nu Sigma Nu, for example, are both marginally solvent
today, after hard work recouped the losses bad past
management had incurred. Gary Owens, immediate past
President of Alpha Kappa Kappa , feels tha t closing AKK's
kitchen in February, 1972 was the beginning of his
group's financial recovery.
"We found that the kitchen Simply was not a money-
making proposition. In ord er to compete with Jefferson
Hall and the new, inexpensive area restaurants we had
to price our meals very cheaply. We found we were
taking a loss on every meal, just to stay alive. We
suffered endless problems with our cooks, and the food
wasn't that good in the end."
Theta Kappa Psi has had to take a more drastic
measure to keep its house operating. Because its
membership has fallen to fourteen, TKP has recruited
non-me dica l students to live in the house. An architec-
ture student from Templ e and even a married coupl e
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currently resid e at the Clinton Street chapter house.
With limited finances and kitch en facilities, Rush, the
traditional means of membership recruitment, has
become a low key affair. Rush week is held duri ng
orientation week; it is run by the Inter Fraterni ty Counci l,
which schedul es the events and sets a limit on spending.
Activiti es range from smokers and outdoor barb ecues to
band parties and informal lecture groups. Theta Kappa Psi
has no regular Rush, but sends out letters as part of the
I.F.C. mailing. Most feel Rush is still competitive and
that the different frat ernity personalities are still
easily distinguished.
However, even with all the problems and without a
high-powered Rush, medical students are still joining
the fraternities and enjoying frat ernity life ala 1973.
Many still join because the frat ernity hous e is an inexpen-
sive place to live, less expensive than University housing.
Some find the atmosphere of Orlowitz too sterile, and
they prefer the character and closeness of the chapter
houses. Today people seem more important than
facilities. Th e students find their acquaintances will be
more varied in the fraterni ty. John Cattl e, 1972-73
President of Nu Sigma Nu, enjoys "the contact with
peopl e I wouldn't normally have had the chance to meet.
Many of us tend to stick with our classmates or peopl e
from our undergraduate colleges or home sta tes. In the
fraternity we profit from the greater diversity of back-
grounds and the opportunity for different classes to
interact informally."
Although the reduced size of the frat erni ties has
placed additional financial burdens on each group, most
feel that it has made littl e change in the frat ernal
atmosph ere. Phi Delta Epsilon, for example, has one of
the smallest memberships, yet it is a thriving group
which works well togeth er; it has even maintained finan-
cial solvency when larg er groups have not. Gary Owens
of AKK feels tha t the memb ership reduction has left
his group with a solid core of active brothers, the same
core that provided the momentum for the fraternity
all along. The loss of those with a peripheral interest in
the house is only significant financially.
It is not correct to assume , however, that frat ernity
spirit and brotherhood have been universally fostered by
adversity. Although most feel that the brothers are good
friends , they do not associate this housemate relationship
with the traditional concept of brotherhood or spirit . For
most fraternities there is no initiation, no ritual, no secret
words or special handshakes. The groups are all proud
of their diversity , which they stress rather than together-
ness. Most would agree with John Cattie that the closest
the fra ternities come to old-fashioned spirit is in the
I.F .C'; Commons sports competitions.
Phi Alpha Sigma, however, is consciously trying to rein-
corporate the traditional concepts and adapt them to
tod ay's needs. Because of all the challenges to the frat er-
nities, PAS feels survival demands discarding notions like
Continued on page 15
...
Th eta Kappa Psi
Alpha Kappa Kappa
Phi Alpha Sigma
.I
Phi Chi
Phi Delta Epsilon
Nu Sigma Nu
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The Jefferson Commons
Times have changed since the days when JeHerson
students had to join a fraternity or commute to New York
to find a social life. For the last five years activities
sponsored by th e JeHerson Commons have provided a
third option. The Commons, which has become more than
Simply a recreational facility, offers an entertaining,
inexpensive alt ernative to Philadelphia, replacing even
the fraternities as the social heart of the JeHerson
campus. Comprising th e first three levels of Jefferson
Alumni Hall, the Commons facilities include the
basement recreational areas; the cafeteria, art gallery,
lounges and auditorium on the first floor, and the
mezzanine level meeting and guest rooms, Faculty Club
and Dining Room. The Commons and Alumni Offices are
also located on the mezzanine.
One of th e most popular programs, the Jefferson Film
Series, brings major motion pictures to campus on a
second-run basis. Movies like "Airpo rt," "Bonnie and
Clyde" and "Lovers and Other Strangers" are shown
for a nominal fee on a bimonthly schedule.
The weekly University Hour, which evolved from the
Commons lecture series, features a vari ety of guest
artists and speakers, from politicians to pianists. In
recent months students have heard the President of the
AAU give a first-hand account of the 1972 Olympics;
U.S. Congressional candidates from [eflerson's district
debated campaign issues ; a jazz quartet and a classical
pianist entertained.
Music plays an important part in the Commons
schedule. Major concerts have featured sounds like
Ramsay Lewis and the Ides of March. A touring
repertory company, the same group which performs
frequently at the Walnut Street Th eatre, brought "Stop
the World, I Want to Get Off' and "The Fantasticks"
to Jefferson Alumni Hall. On a more informal basis,
students ar e served free coffee and doughnuts while
young performers play and sing in the JeHerson CoHee
House Series.
The city-wide popularity of the T.G.I.F. mixers
actually posed a problem for J. David Grebose, Manager
of the Commons Office, and his staH. The monthly party
was conceived as a place for JeHerson students and
employees to relax in an informal setting. However, the
rock band, the low-cost refreshm ents and the standard
mixer social inducements attracted more than just a
Jefferson crowd. At one count more than 1,200 young
ladies lookin g for future doctors and young men looking
for young ladies crammed the JeHerson Hall Dining area,
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the majority of whom were non-jefferson people. A
stricter admissions policy is now in effect, however, and
T.G.I.F. is becoming once more a [ efferson even t.
On e of the most successful Commons projects is its
sports program. Taking advantage of JeHerson Hall's
handsome basement facilities, th e Commons sponsors
sports tournaments of all vari eti es and runs team
competitions in basketball, football, etc. between fraternity
and independent intramural teams. An extramural
JeHerson swimming team competes with other area
groups.
Th e JeHerson art exhibits in th e Commons gallery area
are popular among both JeHersonians and area artists.
Young artists are given a place to show their work in
exchange for th e donation to the Commons of one piece
of artwork from the collection. All art forms from
sketches to oils to photography are exhibited; one
exhibition during the Alumni Association's Centenn ial
Celebration featured a grouping of sculptures displayed
in the fountain courtyard.
The Commons Office also makes JeHerson Hall
available to outside groups, with the stipulation that
Jefferson students may participate in the activities at
little or no charge. Th e Philadelphia D epth Chargers, a
scuba diving club, allows JeHerson students to become
licensed scuba divers for free; a similar program is
available in karate. Th e Classical Guitar Society of
Philadelphia meets and performs in JeHerson Hall, as does
a folk dance society.
Although these programs are coordinated by the
Commons Office, the Commons Program Commitee,
made up of students and staH, decides particulars of the
programming and takes care of detail work like making
and distributing posters. Separate committees for stu dent
recreation and the Univ ersity Hour help plan and
impl ement thos e activities.
Student response to the Commons programs is often
unpredictable. Examinations and class schedules have
some eHect on program attendance, but a vari ety of
intangibles seems to determine student turn-out.
However, Commons staffers are not discouraged . If the
number of students attending is not always guaranteed ,
the innovative nature and quality of the events are
usually undisputed.
For $60 per year j efferson personnel may join the
Commons; Alumni membership is $75 per yea r.
Student Commons membership is included in the
annual tuition.
Continued from page 12
"a fraternity is a cheap place to live." Fraternity spirit,
they feel, can be an inducem ent to membership and a
way to save money besides. Paul Bialas explains that the
emphasis on brotherhood means that more of the needs
of the house will be taken care of by the broth ers, avoid-
ing the expense of outside help. Phi Alpha Sigma has
also preserved a ritual initiation replete with long white
robes and Latin verse. The largest fra ternity (fifty-five to
sixty members) , it is financia lly solvent and actua lly
makes money on its kitchen. While old-fashioned spirit
may not be a panacea for all fraternity ills, it does seem
to have worked for PAS.
It should be noted that the terms brotherhood and even
fra ternity are not stric tly speaking correct with respect to
some of the groups. Females have again broken the sex
barrier at Jefferson . Although there are no women living
in fraternity houses, most groups have at least one woman
member; those that do not hope to recruit women
in the future.
Judy Fonken, a freshman and a new brother of Phi
Alpha Sigma, joined the frat ernity because many of her
friends at Jefferson becam e memb ers. Socializing and
taking many of her meals at the house, she finds it helps
her "get to know peopl e as peopl e." Being the only
female at a gathering is not awkward for Judy. On the
contrary, she enjoys it and admits she probably gets
more attention than the average (male ) new member.
And Women's Lib eration can relax. Judy was not offered
membership to give the fraternity a free cook, waitress
or housekeeper. In fact, she is exempt from all chores
and is only charged half the ordinary dues fee. It is
reason ed that a large part of du es revenue is spent
on social functi ons, which non-m ember fema les may
attend for free . In this way women are not penalized
financially for joining the fraternity. Judy says she is
usually treated "as an equal. No, better tha n an equall"
With the advent of women in fraternities and the
increasing number of married students, the social
activities of Jefferson's fra terni ties have necessarily shifted
emphasis. Although there are still stag films and Monday
night football beer parties, more activities are now
planned for female participation. Cocktail, dinner and
theatre parties are among the most popular even ts. In
addition to the traditional mixer parties some fra ternities
sponsor lectures, discussions with faculty members and
distinguished teaching awards; social service activities
are often part of the schedul e. Every frat ernity
participates in LF.C./Commons sports competition, and
some have unique activities like a dixieland band and
drama group.
Although much about fraternity life has changed, the
importance of the alumni to the fraternities has remained
vital. Some groups keep in contact with alumni through
newsletters and special mailings. Phi Alpha Sigma, whose
newsletter is entitled "The Bubbling Hales," reports that
alumni interest has fallen off about fifty percent. The
support it continues to receive, however, actually saved
the frat ernity from extinction during a recent financial
crisis. Most groups use alumni contributions for extra-
ordinary expenses. Alpha Kappa Kappa pays its house
taxes with such contributions, and Nu Sigma Nu replaced
the house boiler through an alumni drive. Some houses
have alumni faculty advisors who contribute time,
experience and influence. Fraternity members report that
few alumni return to visit their old houses, but plans
for greater alumni social involvement are currently
und erway.
The future of the medical fraternities is not without
its proph ets of doom. If some are unconvinced that the
frat ernities have a future at Jefferson , most are glad they
have been a part of the system and would like to see it
continue. The Inter Fraternity Council, an organization
whose purpose it is to promote the fraternities, is in such
a position. LF .C. President Fred Vasta believes in the
Greek system but feels that the LF .C. at Jefferson, like
the LF.C.s at most campuses, is too weak to insure the
success or even the continued existence of the frat ernities.
Th e scope of an LF .C.'s power and the amount of time
fraternity delegates are able to devote to it are limited,
and interest in the Council is not increasing.
Many solutions to the future financial problems of
the frat ernities have been postulated. John Cattie of
Nu Sigma [u, believes that younger leadership
within the frat ernities would mean more interested
leadership, since medical students have more time to
devote to fraternity activities in the first two years.
Interested lead ership would presumably preclude
sloppy financial management. Paul Bialas of Phi Alpha
Sigma feels that the future of the fraternity kitchens must
inclu de a cooperative approach, perhaps even one which
involves working with other area college fraternities.
With rising costs, such cooperation may become necessary
to keep kitchens financially feasible. It has even been
suggested that the University could absorb the frat ernities
as part of the institution, an idea which is not popular
with those who prefer autonomy to financial security.
On many campuses across the country, however,
student interest in the Greek system is beginning to
revive. Without it, no organization , no improved financial
management can make any difference. Because the
attitudes of medical students toward frat ernities are
formed to a great extent in their und ergraduate years, any
trend in frat ernity popularity is likely to be reflected later
in the medical schools than in the und ergraduate colleges.
Although it is impossible to be unmoved by the
enthusiasm of a majority of 1973 fraternity members, the
only certainty at this point is that a future demise of the
Jefferson medical frat ernities would not go unlamented.
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Radiograph of chest demonstrating the crossed position of the hands over the chest during the process of mummification. Of
interest is the scarab ring which has been dislodged by a grave robber and a broken phalanx in the upp er left corner.
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Mummies and Medicine
by Martin M. Mandel, M.D. '47
It may seem unusual for a neurologist to be writing an
art icle in th e field of anthropology, but within recent
yea rs the field of medicine has expanded its scope not
only in its many subspecialities but also to the
humanities. Anthropology in particular has benefited
from the medical expertise of pathologists who have
examined human skeletal remains in excavated burial
sites and determined from bones, diseases that have
affected parti cular cultures during ancient times.
Syphilis, tuberculosis and cancer of th e bone, for
instance, have been found in th e North American Indian,
th ereby giving anthropologists medical insights into this
culture. Th ere are other instances in which the physician
and anthropologist have collaborated in establishing
th e existence of a disease by studying th e pottery and
burial urns. Th e first case of poliomyelitis in medical
history is depicted on an Egyptian burial urn that was
uncovered from an Egyptian pyramid. This shows a
youth with an atrophic shriveled leg being assisted by his
father. The presence of atrophy in a young child is con-
sistent clin ically with anterior hom cell and spinal cord
involvement most likely du e to poliomyelitis .
My own interest in th e field of anth ropology is probably
derived from my first exposure to an Egyptian mummy in
th e Uni versity of Pennsylvania Mus eum . There, as an
elementary school student visiting th e Museum with my
classmates, I can recall my fascination with th e preserv ed
3,OOO-year-old mummy. In the intervening years, I pursued
studies in anth ropology as an undergraduate at the Uni-
versity of Penn sylvani a which further solidified my interest
in pri stin e culture s and early man. In those days physical
anthropology consisted of th e study of structural skeletal
vari ations that distinguished cultures of early and modem
man . Within recent years, th e emphasis of physical
anthropology has shifted to th e biologic , gen etic and
physiologic effects of adaptation upon man's environment
and his rela ted structural and physical changes. Thi s has
led to stud ies of man's adaptation to extremes of climate
and altitudes an d cooperative studies with medical teams.
Further, environmental pollutants in th e air and wa ter
hav e been a source of recent concern to modem inhabi-
tants of our planet. The recent excess of methyl mercury
found in tuna fish prompted the anthropologist to conduct
retrospective studies on specim ens of pres erved fish in
museums . Much to his surprise, methyl mercury as a
pollutant was found in th ese specimens in ancient days
in a lesser degree of concentration than in present
amounts of can ned tuna fish. Furthermore, lead concen-
trations have increas ed in our atmosphere in alarming
quantities during recent years. Industrial atmospheric
contamina tion as well as lead from automobile exhaus t
systems have been the primary sources of this pollutant.
Since these pollutants affect th e nervous syst em primarily,
the neurologist has becom e involved with the diagnosis,
treatment and prevention of th ese diseases.
The idea of an Egyptian mummy dissection originated
with Dr. Solomon H. Katz, Professor of Anthropology at
th e University of Pennsylvania. He theorized that hereto-
fore only a limited amount of medical information could
be obtained from skeletal remains. The paleopathologist
is able to provide information through chemical analysis
and radiographs of bones but is unable to give th e
anthro polog ist assistance if th e disease doesn't involve
bones. The mummy, because of th e embalming
techniques utilized by the Egyptians, could possibly
provid e us with preserved organs and tissues from which
numerous chemical and tissue analyses could be made.
The skin, hair an d bones cou ld be examined for lead,
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Radiograph of the skull showing fluid level.
mercury and cadmium , and an excellent baseline could
be established between chemical contaminants in early
man compared with similar levels in modem man.
The origin of malaria, sickle cell disease and
thalassemia have been attributed to the Middle East. Dr.
Katz hoped that the mummy dissection would provide
blood clots within the preserved blood vessels particularly
the superior or inferior vena cava. If such were present,
the addition of water would restore the cellular elements
and specific hematologic tests could be accomplished. In
addition, immunologic protein studies could be done
providing us with information regarding the existence
of cancer and connective tissue diseases.
In ord er to approach th e mummy dissection, it is
necessary to understand the embalming technique that the
Egyptians used. The Egyptians, who had a firm belief
in the life after death, studied intensely the preservation
of human remains. In prehistoric times the bodies were
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X-ray of the facial bon es showing a fracture of the
nasal bone through which the brain was removed.
wrapped in muslin or linen and buried in shallow desert
graves. Th e tissu es in such graves were well preserved
because of the drying effect of the hot sun and sand.
Similar observations have been noted in the Inca graves
of Peru where a somewhat similar method of entomb-
ment occurred . Wh en the Egyptians began to bu ry their
dead in pyramids, the protection of the hot sun and dry
sand was not present, and decay of the body occurred.
In the Third Dyna sty, emba lmers began removing the
internal organs through small skin incisions , for th ese parts
decayed most rapidly. More importantly, they began to
treat the body with a mixture of natron consisting of
sodium bicarbonate, sodium chloride and sodium
carbonate.
Th e embalming technique used from 1570 to 1080 B.C.
consist ed of several important steps according to Zaki
Iskander, acting Director-General of Egypt's Antiquities
Department. Shortly af ter death , the body was carried
X-ray of the lung tissue removed from the mummy
indicating granuloma in the apex.
X-ray of the knee joint demonstrating excellent preservation of the joint as well
as preservation of muscles adherent to the lower end of the femur.
to the Per-nefer or house of mummification. The brain
was extracted through the nostrils after a small chisel
was used to pierce the nasal bones. Holes were seldom
made in the skull so the nasal route was used almost
exclusively. The brain was never preserved, for the
Egyptians didn't attribute any special functions of
importance to this organ.
An incision was made through the chest and abdomen;
only the heart and kidneys were kept in the body. The
Egyptians considered the heart as the seat of emotion
and mind rather than the brain. In religious scenes, the
heart of the deceased was shown being weighed against
the symbol of truth, in ord er to determin e the deceased's
worthiness of heaven.
Palm wine and spices were used to wash the pleural
and abdominal cavity. Th e organs were sprinkled with
perfume, treated with hot resin and placed in jars. To
speed the dehydration process and to prevent any
disfigurement of the body, the abdominal and chest
contents were packed with stuffing materials such as
resin, linen, muslin or dried vegetabl e fibers. The body
was wrapped in bandages to include all the limbs, thorax
and abdomen. The body was then placed into a wooden
painted coffin with the removed organs and buried in the
pyramid in a stone sarcophagus. This technique resulted
in excellently preserved human tissue remains.
Three mummies were available for dissection. One was
identified as PUM -I dating from Egyptian New Kingdom
in 1580 B.G This mummy was shown in the St. Louis
Exposition of 1904 and sub sequ ently purchased by John
Wanamak er of Philad elphia. It was then presented to
the University Museum as a gift by Mr. Wanamaker in
1905. The other two were uncovered recently by a team
of University of Pennsylvania arch eologists during an
expedition in Egypt.
Th e three mummi es were transported from the base-
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ment ot the University Museum to the Radiology
Department of the Univ ersity of Pennsylvania Hospital
where Dr. Wallace T. Miller (Jefferson, 1956) supervised
the radiographic techniques and int erpreted the
roentgenograms. It was an unusual sight and
experience to see the mummies on the X-ray tables.
Wh en the radiographs were compl eted we found
an area of bon e loss in one of the skulls and a fluid level
which probably represented embalming fluid introduced
into the cranial cavity after the removal of the brain.
Examination of the maxillae and mandibles of
all mummies revealed that the teeth had no cavities, a
most unusual finding since these mummies were estimated
to be over fifty yea rs of age. Th e spin es of all the
mummies revealed osteoarthritis in the cervical and
thor acic areas . In one mummy, the chest film disclosed
a ring and scarab as well as an unidentified artifact.
Several stra ight pins also were found , placed in the
mummy by modem man.
.It should be noted that Dr. Walter Whitehouse of the
Radiology Department of the University of Michigan
perform ed mummy X-rays in 1965 and found a
shortened lower extremity in one case that was sugges-
tive of a neuromuscular disease as well as osteoarthritis
in the remaining mummies he examined.
The actual dissection of PUM-I occurred in the
anthropology laboratory of the University Museum.
The autopsy was performed by Dr. Micha el Zimmerman,
a pathologist and anthropologist from the University
of Pennsylvania and by Dr. Adrian Cockburn of Detroit,
Michigan. Dr. Baruch Blumberg of the Institute of
Cancer Research in Philadelphi a, who is welllmown
for his original work on Australian X antigen, collected
the tissues and hematologic specimens, and I was given
the task of interp reting the dissection of the central
and peripheral nervous systems.
The bod ies were carefully unwrapped and several
underlying adheren t layers of muslin and linen were
sectioned with an orthopaedic saw. The bandages were
hardened and had a calcified texture. A fetid odor
permeated the air of the dissecting room when the
thoracic and abdominal contents were entered. Fine
brown powdered tissue filled the air from the initial sites
of incision. The tissues were firm in the musculature of
the upper extremity, but powdery and poorly preserved
in the thorax and lower extremity. A written note in
Egyptian was found in the region of the left shoulder
joint but this had no Significant date and gave the time in
hours of sunrise and sunset. It was most puzzling to the
Egyptologist who postulated that someone had
tampered with PUM-I before we did.
The bony skeleton and rib cage were in excellent
condition. Osteoarthritis was evident throughout the
entire spine confirming Dr. Miller's radiographic
observations. Th e cran ial cavity was entered and no
cerebral tissue was found. The dura mater covering
the occipital area was paper thin and crumbled under my
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finger tips. In the lower spinal column at L5-S1, similar
paper thin tissue was found in the left intervertebral
foramen.
Tissue that was shrunken was found in the righ t pleural
cavity and had the appearance of lung.
Roentgenograms by Dr. Miller proved this to be
lung with a chronic granuloma, possibly healed
tuberculosis . Specimens suggestive of iliae vessels and
inferior vena cava were also removed. Muscle tissue was
removed for chemical and histolo gic analysis. The teeth
were removed and studied for heavy metals.
Our autopsy findings are still in the process of
chemical study and our findings are incomplete. We
have, however, established the importan t finding of no
lead in the dentin e of the teeth of the mummy as
compared with a level of one hundred in the teeth of
modem man . This is a frightening statistic that is
indicative of our atmospheric contamin ation with lead
exhausts from automobiles. Th e finding of teeth without
cavities may be suggestive of the low carbohydrate
intake of the early Egyptian. The teeth also were worn
and this was probably the result of the grains or gravel
chewed by these people with their food.
The tissue removed from the intervertebral foramen
at L5-S1 proved to be nerve root with typical palisading
of the cells present. The preservation of this structure
was amazingly intact after 3,000 yearsl
We are awaiting the outcome of organ histology
but the mumm y dissection demonstrates the inter-
disciplinary approach of medicine with anthropo logy.
This is of importance in treating modem man, for the
evolution of diseases may affect man in future
genera tions. Th e problem of ecological pollut ion is well
demonstrated by the mummy dissection and harbors a
warning to us. This holistic approach to the prevention
of disease as well as to the treatment of our patients will
make our medical care more meanin gful. In a soon to be
published book by me, this aspect will be elaborated
upon in the field of neuroanthropology.
Dr . Mand el (right) and Dr. Baruch Blumberg analyzing
the mummy wrapping prior to dissection. Th e author,
Jefferson's class of 1947, is Clinical Assistant Professor of
N eurology at Temple University School of Medicine.
The Microbiology Department gave parents a
unique welcome with this bacterial greeting card,
formed by living bacteria growing on a
culture medium.
Parents' Day
A Jefferson tradition since 1964, Parents' Day 1973
attrac ted over two hundred parents of sophomore medical
students to the Jefferson campus. After morning coffee
sophomore guides showed the visitors the faciliti es
studen ts learn and work in, from the cadaver room to the
emergency room. Faculty and students joined their
parents for a luncheon hosted by Dean William
F. Kellow. At the luncheon att ended by more than
four hundred Dr. Russell W. Schaedler '53, Chairman
of the Parents' Day Committee and Chairman of the
Department of Microbiology, introduced the speakers,
who included President Peter A. Herbut; Dean William
F. Kellow; Dr. Paul A. Bowers, President of the Alumni
Association; Dr. Gonzalo E. Aponte, Professor of
Pathology and Chairman of the Department; and Mr.
Robert Wall, President of the Sophomore Class. In the
afternoon Dr. John Y. Templ eton III '41, Professor of
Surgery, introduced parents to the topic "Emergency
Operation for Heart Attacks" with a slide lecture.
Parents' Day is sponsored by the Alumni Association
and the Dean's Office. Dr. Aponte's message to the
sophomore studen ts and their parents follows.
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Right: Parents' Day began with coffee
and conversation in Jefferson Alumni Hall.
Top left: Dr. Russell W. Schaedler '53,
Chairman of th e Parents' Day Committee
helps to organize the morning's tours;
Bottom left: Parents see the award-winning
Scott Library Building.
the fact is your sons and daughters are having the time of th eir lives
m edicine ... a grand and tantalizing way of life
medicine ... a beauty in your lives which will endure all reckonings
Gonzalo E. Aponte, M.D.
Parents' Day, March 2 3 , 1973
Although it sounds trite for me to say that I am deeply
honored by the opportunity to address you today, it is
qui te true just the same. Few things warm th e heart more
warmly than to be well rem embered.
I hop e you have noticed how delighted we are that
you came. I hop e you reali ze th at we con sid er your sons
and daughters to be th e most impo rta nt group in this
institution . Afte r all, th ey are th e primary reason why we
are here. They came to Jefferson , not by accident but
by mutual inten t, for a sound medi cal education. I assure
you th at we make abso lute ly sure th ey are not short-
changed. Our idca of a sound medi cal educa tion is to
make a you ng ph ysician who has a subs ta ntial knowledge
of med icin e in gene ral. H e will need more training to
refine him self, but his knowledge will not be confined
only to the abdomen or th e ch est. You know what I mean,
he will be a doctor in th e sense of th e word. A few
schools pr efer to train specialists from the outset, a kin d
of prefabricated expe rt ise. I wonder what a young
physician does if he finds he does not like, or is not
suited for , th e only line of medi cal work he has learned
well. I cannot prove that th e latter approach is necessarily
incorrect, but I do know that the unique record which
Jefferson has achieved in this respect over nearly
one hundred fifty years speaks for itse lf.
It was your sons' and daughters ' right to apply for
admiss ion to medi cal school, and th eir privilege to be
accepted . You have every reason to be proud of th em.
Med ical schoo ls ob viously admit those applicants whom
they consider likely to become good physicians. Som e
critics of th e sys tem of se lec tion claim that it is very
difficult to say whi ch doctors are really th e good
ph ysicians. But the an swer is not complex-a really good
doctor is one to whom you and I would go for tr eatment.
Ther e are two key questions on th e qualifications of
an applica nt to medical school-"Can he do the work?"
and "Does he reall y want to do it, and to what exten t?"
The latter quality, ca lled "mo tivation ," everyone talks
about but no one can determ ine read ily. Altho ugh it is an
essential quality, it cannot fill in properly for a lack of
capacity. I have always wanted to play th e piano
som ewhat like Rubinstein , but th e Juilliard School would
not accept me despite my devotion and sincerity,
That is on e reason why it is the Juilli ard School. The
presence and exten t of moti vation are esti ma ted, not by
a certa in smile or from nice words, but by concrete
evide nce such as the lon g-standing observation of
unbiased obs ervers , the record accumulat ed un der the
circumstances, and the reactions of th e applicant to
adversities. Obviously, we believe that your sons and
daughters ha ve wh at it takes- ability and ded ication to
trying work.
Both ca pacity and motivati on are required because
th e going is tou gh from th e very sta rt until life's end.
The expe rie nce is especially traumati c in th e first tw o
yea rs of medical school. This is true now more than ever
before because medicine has grown imm ens e and the
basic courses get fas ter and shorter every year ,
cons ecutively. These ultrashort basic courses are known
as th e "core curriculum." This syst em was devised a few
years ago by contemplative expe rt s in med ical education
and has spread throughout the country like fire, hot
and dangerous. The trend coincides with the mu ch
publicized national need of family ph ysician s; i.e.,
"sp ecialized gene ra lists." If you possess th at nau ghty and
obsolescent qu ality of thinking logically, you may wonder
wh y it is that if med icin e ha s grown so complex and
th ere is a shouted need for "specialized gen eralists," less
tim e is being spent in th e basic prep aration of physicians.
I also wonder myself but feel unqualified to speak on
this because my forte is teaching, not contemplation.
In any case, th e formula is work, work and work; night
and day. To do it really well th e student should work
until dizziness se ts; and after a short break he should
return to work. One slacken s the pace a little now an d
th en, but ma kes up for thos e laps es with extra spurts of
work. The truth is sobering but simple-th e less one does
th e less one ge ts. There is no other way, because good
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Above: Doctor explains the uses of the gym
in the rehabilita tion unit .
Displays at the Microbiology Department (Above) and the Anatomy Department (Below) offer parents
two diverse views of Jefferson.
Abo ve: Dean Kellow hosted a luncheon for the parents in
Jefferson Alumni Hall; Below: Dr. John Y. Templeton III
answers questions informally aft er his talk on emergency heart
surgery.
physicians are not born but made. Poets, painters,
musicians and mathematicians cannot help themselves
becaus e they are born basically that way, but physicians
must be made. Th erefore, dear parent, do not be
alarm ed if your son or daughter seems a littl e daz ed.
It is a normal effect. Although very likely they do not
see it this way , the fact is that your sons and daughters
are having the time of their lives. Th ey came, saw and
are overcoming; and they are getting what they wanted
for a lifetime. Blood, sweat and tears are only
incidental to the trade. •
To a young person going into medicine today I would
say "I have bad news and good news for you, young
person." I have bad news because, despite the amazing
progress made in medical research and the management
of human diseases, physicians, investigators and
medicine in general are being harshly criticized more
and more, and liked less and less. There is a gradu al but
steady det erioration in our public relations. We are
not listened to very seriously, and the pessimists insist
that we no longer are the masters of our fates.
How ever, I do not feel this way. One of the major
hurts is the growing neglect of medical education and
research by those who hold the pow er. We are at their
mercy, and they know it. The bulk of the federal support
of medical research is being withdrawn . Training grants
no longer exist. Medical schools, att racted by federal
agencies a few years ago to undertake certain projects in
medical education and community health care, now are told,
in the midst of them, that the required support is ended
or drastically reduced. Devaluation of the dollar makes
the headlines, but devaluation of medical research and
education is mentioned seldom. The cuts, we are told, are
to help preserve financial stability and curb deficits
and potential inflations . Does it make sense to try to do
this at the expense of public health?
Despite all this , I also hav e good news for you,
young person, which makes up for all the tribulations.
The good news is that medicine remains a grand and
tantalizing way of life. More can be done tod ay in
clinical practice and investigation than ever before, and
the advances lurking ahead are even more exciting.
The clouds are dark, but medicine and research will not
die, unless society dies with them. One cannot progress
without the other, and deep inside most everybody
knows this. There are always times of drou ght and times
of harvest, and those who have the patience to endure
the former as a rule survive to enjoy the latter. If your
motives and approach to medicine are proper, you will
have a beauty in your lives which will endure all
reckonings. It is indeed a beautiful world; and I assure
you that when the candles of your lives become extinct
they will have shed upon your paths a bright and lovely
light. What a way to go! Congratulations, you lucky
sophomores and parents.
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Dr. Savacool at his Germantown home.
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profile
The "grand old name of gentleman"
probably means something different
today than it did when Tennyson's
"In Memoriam" first prais ed Arthur
Hallam. It is a term infrequ ently,
perhaps not easily, applied today, but
one which J. Woodrow Savacool '38
consummately defines.
A Clinical Associate Professor
of Internal Medicine at Jefferson, Dr.
Savacool's medical career has been
active and distinguished. A member
of the Jefferson teaching faculty
since 1942, he is also an Attending
Physician in the Department of
Medicin e at the hospital and a
private practitioner of internal
medicine and diseases of the chest.
This specialty has led to diverse
responsibilities. He has been
President of the Laennec Society of
Philadelphia, a group concerned with
diseases of the chest, President of
the Pennsylvania Thoracic Society
and President of the Pennsylvania
chapter of the American College of
Chest Physicians. He is currently
serving as the Pennsylvania Thoracic
Society's representative to its
national organization, the American
Thoracic Society. Dr. Savacool was
associated for thirty-one years with
the Section on Respiratory Disease
Control of the Philadelphia Depart-
ment of Health, serving as a con-
sultant until October of 1972. As a
result of his experience in public
health medicine, in 1956, he was put
in charge of the Jefferson Health
Maintenance Clinic, a demonstration
project to detemine how indi vidual
health could be improved. He held
this position until 1965, during
which time he was also an Asso-
ciate Professor of Preventive
Medicine at Jefferson.
Dr. Savacool's interest in
medicin e began in his Bucks County,
Pennsylvania, boyhood. "I had a
minor operation during my first year
of high school, and I was treated
by an ideal country doctor, a man I
want ed very much to emulate."
Wh en he entered medical school, he
planned to go into general practice in
the Bucks County area after
graduation. But in his third year at
Jefferson Dr. Savacool developed
tuberculosis. His studies were inter-
rupted for one year, and even after
recovery his advisors felt he should
attempt a specialty less physically
demanding than family practice.
His own background prompted his
selection of diseases of the chest, and
his Fellowship and subs equ ent staff
appointment at the old Pine Street
Hospit al reinforced his decision. The
experience result ed in many publica-
tions and a lasting fascination with
his specialty. "I hav e never in my
life spent a borin g day. I cannot
honestly say I regret not being a
general practitioner, becaus e I think I
would have been content as a
physician in any capacity." He still
emphasizes the importance of good
family practitioners and hop es that
the new Department of Family Medi-
cine at Jefferson will help attract
good men to this field. "It takes
dedication to maintain the overall
view a G.P. needs. Medicine is so
beguiling. It is natural to be
curious and to want to follow a
probl em or a new fact wherever it
takes you. But only specialists are
allowed this luxury. "
There is a reassuring sense of
control about J. Woodrow SavacooI.
For him the practice of medicine is
not a series of crises but a rational
evaluation of problems and a
knowledgable search for solutions.
With his warmth and courtesy he
seems to have mastered the intangi-
ble, human aspect of being a
physician that no amount of medical
training can guarantee.
Dr. Savacool's humanity is as
apparent in his teaching as it is in his
practice, and he fittingly considers the
two roles inseparable. "A physician is
a teach er, even without a faculty
appointment. He teaches his patients.
Without giving instructions and
advic e, a doctor is no more than a
prescription dispens er." In teaching
his medical students about diseases
of the chest, Dr. Savacool stresses an
intimacy between teacher, student
and patient. A human situation
facilitates the transmission of skills
as well as the comfort of the patient.
Because pati ent care is the most
rewarding part of medicine for him,
he feels strongly that the patient in a
teaching hospital should be thor-
oughly prepared for his hospital
experience.
"Unlike a patient in a community
hospital, a patient on a teaching serv-
ice will have an intern, a resident and
possibly oth er doctors in attendance
in addition to his own physician. He
needs to understand the relationships
among these doctors and to realize
that the medical knowledge being
developed is going to be of direct
benefit to him. We accomplished
this at the Pine Street Hospital where
the esprit de corps was superb and
the patients were made to feel like
participants in an important learning
and treatment program."
Dr. Savacool's forthright manner is
reflected in the unaffected elegance
of his Germantown home where he
and his wife, Lucill e, display much
loved possessions: the ledger desk
which Dr. Savacool's fath er used in
his grain, flour and seed business; a
magnificent stained glass entrance
piece; figures of Don Quixote and the
Spirit of '76 sculpted for Dr.
Savacool in wire and hard ware by a
welder he treated for asbes tosis.
Although their three children
arc grown, the Savacool home is
very much a family place. Visits to
their two dau ghters and one son are
frequ ent , even to Boston University
where his daughter Janie is a
freshman. In Janie's absence her
beagle and her rabbit become wards
of the Savacools.
Dr. Savacool's extra professional
interests also show a stron g family
orientation. He is a trustee of the
Lutheran Church in Germantown
and with his wife participates in
church activities. He enjoys photog-
raphy, workin g primarily with color
scenes but also shootin g his own
X-ray slides. A hand yman around
the house, he hopes to develop his
skills in stained glass work and in
gardening, "when I get more leisure
time." Th e Savacools are especially
fond of ew Hampshire vacations,
but have traveled extensively
throughout the Unit ed States. His
conversation is replete with Penn-
sylvania and Germantown lore.
As a physician and as a man he
combines the knowledge and
sophistica tion of an urbane specialist
with the warmth and strength of that
ideal doctor who started him out in
medicin e.
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bludgeoned budget
Proposed cuts in President Nixon's
fiscal 1973-1974 budget would cost
Thomas Jefferson University about
$3.6 million in total program funds.
Dean William F. Kellow stated that
the annual Medical College budget
of $8 million would have to be re-
duced by $1.4 million over the next
two years if the Federal funds are
withdrawn. This $1.4 million includes
funding for the training of eighty
medica l students and for two pro-
grams that were to start next Septem-
ber to tra in more general practitioners
and to provide physicians for rural
areas .
A specialist training program, in
existence twelve years at a cost of $1.3
million annually is expected to be
phased out. In addition, a Jefferson
run medical cent er in South Philadel-
phia will have to discontinue service
to the 36,000 children it now treats.
If the President's plans are ap-
proved by Congress many Philadel-
phia health programs, such as rat
control and lead poisoning projects,
will be annihilated and the Greater
Delaware Valley Medical Regional
Program will be abolished.
dialysis unit
The Th eodore T. Tsaltas Dialysis
Center was dedicated on March 19 at
Thomas Jefferson University Hospital.
Named for the nationally known
Jefferson Pathology Professor, whose
death in August 1970 was brought on
by kidney failure, the new center
increases its capacity for procedures
from 1000 annually to 1500. It is the
largest in hospital kidn ey dialysis
center in Philadelphia, designed to
treat two hundred regular patients
per year.
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Dr. Norman Lasker, Associate Pro-
fessor of Medicine, is Director of the
Center which performs both hemo-
dialysis and peritoneal dialysis.
Dr. Tsaltes, a Greek born physician,
was known for his efforts in promot-
ing the merits of long term kidney
dialysis at a time when the procedure
was still in development. He was
cited by the Philadelphia County
Medical Society for his indomitable
courage in pioneering the work while
being afflicted himself.
The Wom en's Board of the Hospital
raised $30,000 of the needed funds.
research grant
Dr. Edward R. Burka, Associate
Professor of Medicine at Jefferson,
has received a $90,000 second year
grant from the National Heart and
Lung Institute. It will be used toward
perfecting a method of producing a
blood concentrate to control hemo-
philia. Dr. Burka is also Director of
the Blood Bank at the Hospital.
new president
Dr. Gerald Marks '49, Clinical As-
sistant Professor of Surgery, was
elected President of the Volunteer
Faculty in January. He will serve for
one year. Dr. Marks succeeds
Dr. Benjamin Haskell '23 Honorary
Clinical Professor of Surgery.
lab tests computerized
Thomas Jefferson University Hospital
is computerizing its clinical laboratory
procedures. Tied in with Jefferson's
360 series computer, the new system
can cut in half the lag from test
initiation to final report. The com-
puterized system, which will attain
full capacity by 1974, is designed to
reduce the average hospital stay and
to improve the quality of patient
care by enabling the doctor to keep a
closer watch on changes in test
results. The computer printout con-
tains the value of a test and a com-
parable normal value according to
physical variables, plu s the outcome
of previous tests on the patient.
Results are delivered to nurs ing
stations four times a day instead of
only one. The system provides an
ongoing, constantly updated record
of a pati ent's progress.
faculty changes
Dr. Walter W. Baker promoted
to Professor of Pharmacology
(Primary) (eff. 7/1/73)
Dr. Willard M. Drake '41 promoted
to Clinical Professor of Urology
(eff.7/1/73)
Dr. William C. Stainback appointed
to Professor of Surgery
(Bryn Mawr)
art exhibit
For the sixth year the Faculty Wives
Club of Jefferson Medical College
will sponsor an all University Art
Exhibit in Jefferson Alumni Hall.
Dates for the show are May 23
to Jun e 7.
The Exhibit, for all members of the
Jefferson family , is non-competitive
and incorporates all media including
oils, watercolors, pastels, sculptures,
photography, tapestries, ceramics and
metallics. Applications are available
throu gh the Alumni Office. Mrs. John
H. Hodges serves as chairman.
Th e editors apologize to Dr. Paul C.
Brucker, newly appoint ed Chairman of
the Departm ent of Family Medicine, for
the photo error in the Winter issue of
the Bulletin.
class notes
1919
Dr. Harry H. E pstein, 5161 Collins Ave.,
Miami Beach , Fl a., writes "We are the
proud parents of five grandchildren . Our
son Herbert, Jefferson 1960, is a suc-
cessful surgeon in my home state of
New Jersey . Our daughter Robe rta 's
husband is a judge in Columbus, Oh io.
We pres ently are planning a worldwide
cruise."
1920
Dr. Maur ice J. Searle, 110 Columbia
Bldg., Tulsa, Okla., received a gold pin
from the Oklahoma Sta te Medical Asso-
ciation in recognition of his fifty years in
the practice of med icine. A past President
of the Tulsa County Medical Society and
a member of its Board of Trustees for
eighteen years, Dr. Searle is a Diplomate
of the American Board of Pediatrics and
a member of the American Academy of
Pedi atrics.
Remember
the
Alamo?
Dr. Anson Ion es, Class of 1827
1923
Dr . Ernest L. Noone, Furnace La. , R.D.
2, Box 336, Elverson, Pa., writes that he
received a ninety-six percent reply to a
mailing he sent to all living members of
the Class of 1923 . Th e class is planning
a news bulletin for its upcoming fiftieth
anniversary. "Nine ty-six percen t is a
superb response. 1923 is a good c1assl"
Reunion activities include a dinn er at the
Bellevue Stratford Hotel on June 6
an d special recognition at the Alumni
Banqu et the followin g evening.
1924
Dr. Henry A. Brodkin, 377 S. Harrison
St., East Orange, N. J., notes "As a
re tired thoracic surgeon, I have found a
sooth ing requ iem as a part time ches t
ph ysician in the Veterans Administrat ion.
My wife and I are extremely grateful for
good heal th, a happy marriage, frequent
visits to our thr ee children's happy
While Davy Crockett was fightin g
Ind ians in Tennessee, two men who later
joined him fighting Mexicans in Texas
were completing their studies at the
newly established Jefferson Medical
College. Mem bers of the class of 1827,
Dr. Anson Jones and Dr. John Purdy
Reynolds both emigrated to Texas in its
fronti er period when land and oppor-
tunities were abun dant.
Reynolds, Crockett and all their
comrades died at the Alamo massacre in
1836, but Anson Jones, wh o fought and
treated the wounded at the later and
more successful battl e of San Jacinto,
lived to take an active part in the
political future of the Republic of Texas.
After five years of an unsuccessful prac-
tice in Phil adelphia Jones left for New
Orlean s. There he became adept at the
local pastimes, gambling and drinking,
but his med ical career fared no bett er
than it had in Phil ad elphia. However,
when in the early 1830s he decided to
settle in Brazoria, Texas, Dr. Jones
became a serious and acco mplishe d
physician. He was enjoying a booming
practice and the respect of his neighbors
when war with Mexico broke out. After
helpi ng to win that war, servi ng as both
physician and regular soldier with
"Houston's littl e army," he became the
Republic's first Minister to Washington,
class notes
famili es and our travels over four con-
tinents. We are looking forward to
our medical school's reunions in 1974."
1925
Dr. Archibald Morris on, 339 Louella
Ave., Wayne, Pa. , writ es that he is
seventy-four years old and still pract icing.
1926
Dr. Edmund T. Lentz ha s moved from
his home in Norfolk to 19 Warwi ck St. ,
Portsmouth , Va. He has recovered from
surgery performed last Decemb er.
1927
Dr . Samuel M. Dodek, 5480 W isconsin
Ave., \Vashington, D.C ., continues his
active practice in gynecology.
D.C. He was subsequently elected to the
Texas Senat e, ser ved as Secre tary of
Stat e under President Sam Houston and
finally became the last Presiden t of the
Republic, He continued to practice
medicine when time allowed.
Dubbed the "a rchitec t of annexation,"
Jones advoc ated sta tehood for Texas;
many wanted complete independence.
Annexation was an emotional issue,
complicated by international dip lomacy
and local power politi cs. Th e hotly
contested qu estion spelled the end of
the friendship between Jones and Sam
Hou ston; when statehood became a
reali ty its politi cal ramification s spelled
the end of Jones' influence in Texas.
Sam Houston and Th omas Rush were
elected Texas' first United States
Senators, and Anson Jones was neither
thanked for his serv ices to the Republic
of Texas, nor offered the oppor tunity to
serve the Sta te of Texas. In 1858 he
committed suicide in a Houston hotel.
Anson Jon es recorded the politi cal
turmoil he lived and died with , and the
Rio Grande Press recentl y repri nted his
"Me moranda and Official Correspondence
Relating to the Republic of Texas, Its
History and Ann exation, 1836-1 846" in
facsimile edition. It assures front ier
Texas and its person alit ies a living place
in history.
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They Still
Make
House Calls
Jefferson's new Department of Family
Medicine has many precedents for
excellence among Jefferson alumni. Two
members of the Class of 1930, Dr. Don
Bright Weems and Dr. Oren W. Gunnet,
have recently been recognized for their
achievements and dedi cation in the
field of family practice.
The York County, Penns ylvania
community wh ich Oren Gunnet has
served for forty-one years honored him
with a testimonial dinner, "Dr. Gunnet
Night," which filled the community
hall and had to turn away over two
hu nd red admirers. Dr. Gunnet , who has
delivered over 1,000 babies, received a
volume of testimonial letters and cita-
tions and an appreciat ion placque citing
him for "... showing his love for
humanity by his faithful pr actic e as a
doctor and his dedication to the welfare
of the community." Classmate Dr.
Wa llace E. Hopkin was a featured
speaker.
Dr. Gunnet's involv ement in his
community has not been limited to the
pra ctice of medicine. He helped to
organize the town's fire company, served
as a Director of the school board and
ha s been an active church member. He
is also a past Pre sident of the York
County Medical Society and a member
of the Pennsylvania Medical Society.
Dr. Don Bright Weems was given a
different kind of tribute, a written one ,
by Martin DiCarlo of the Camden, New
Jersey Courier-Post.
. . . In an age of increasing specializa-
tion , Doctor Don Bright Weems is
probably the finest example in South
Jersey of that vanishing figure in
Amer icana known as the "Old Family
Doctor, " the crusty but kindly general
practitioner who still makes house calls .
Dr. Weems was seventy-one in
February. He's slowed down a little
since his younger days.
He's only working about seven, maybe
eight, hours a day now.
He's only involved in about a dozen
30
different activities and organizations in
Gloucester County.
And his golf game's only in the
middle ninet ies.
Yes, D r. Weems has rea lly slowed
down.
He shares his practice now with his
son, Don Jr ., '58 and a th ird GP, Churchill
Blakey. They work out of a handsome
white house on the corner of Mantua and
Marion Avenues in Wenonah, one of
South Jersey's less conspicuous bu t more
lovely little towns.
On the lawn in front of the house
stands a lamppost, and hanging from a
thin iron bar on one side of the post is a
wrought-iron relief cut of a horse and
buggy.
You can' t make out the driver of the
bu ggy but when you read Dr. Weems'
name undern eath, that weathered post
becomes a symbol of an institution that
is old and fading but refuses to die.
The physician lives in the house right
next door to his office. It's big and old ,
and walking in and meeting him and his
wife, Ada , and thei r playful brown-and-
white cocker spaniel, "J .J.," is like
walkin g into a Norman Rockwell painting
on the cover of an old Saturday Evening
Post magazine.
You can't help but relax and breathe
a littl e more easily, and feel that maybe
things haven 't changed so much over
the years.
Dr. Weems has been practicing
medi cine in Gloucester County for more
than forty yea rs. He started out during
the Depression, working sixteen hours a
day, traveling to all four corners of the
county with Ada, a registered nurse, by
his side most of the time.
Dr. Gunnet
"I used to charge fifty cents as an office
fee and a dollar for house calls," Dr.
Weems rememb ered the other day,
sitt ing in his favorit e chair in the family
room, nervously curling his thinning
hair with one finger.
"Never tu rned anyone down. If they
couldn' t pay they couldn't pay, that's
all. That' s no reason to turn somebody
dow n, not if you're a doctor. Right ?
"I never once put a bill in a collector's
hands. Wh en people had the money ,
they'd pay me. But God knows how
much some of them still owe me. Must
be a hundred thousand dollars."
Dr. Weems was born and raised in the
mountains of East Tenn essee. He worked
on a tob acco farm for a couple of years
to make enough money to attend
Tu sculum College in his home state.
He went to medical school at Jefferson
in Philad elph ia and interned at
Cooper Hospital in Camden, where he
met Ada , before hanging ou t his shingle
in Wenonah.
"People had a lot more respect for a
GP in those days," he said . "Young
doctors today, they're mostly specialists.
They're good, but I think they demand
too mu ch of the public."
The elder sta tesman of Gloucester
County medicine has no immediate
plans to retire .
"As long as I can still hear and see,"
he said, "an d my memory's good, I don't
see any reason to qui t. Why, my memory
for names and faces is better than
my boy's."
Two heart attacks and major surgery
for an aneurism- they're not about to
make Dr . Weems quit either .. .
Dr. W eems
1928
Dr. Clarence A. Bowersox, 106 S.
Columbia St. , Woodbury, N.J., was one
of the nearly two hundred fif!:)' alumni
and families who enjoyed the Jefferson
trip to England in Apri l.
Dr. William T. Lampe, 4207 Tyson Ave.,
Philadelph ia, writes "Your reunion com-
mittee hopes you will come for Alumni
Day, June 6, 1973." Plans include a din-
ner in the Faculty Club of Jefferson
Alumni Hall that even ing. Dr . Lampe
and his wife , Marg, have recently trav-
eled to the South Pacific and to Europe.
1929
Dr. Mario A. Cas tallo , 1621 Spruce St. ,
Ph iladelphia, was on radio KYW
representing Jefferson on a program on
gynecologic subjects during Janu ary.
During his win ter vacation in Tucson
he met with Jeff alumn i, Dr. James L .
Bevan '63, Dr. Frederick M. Kenan '37,
Dr. James W. Lohman '65 and
Dr . Nelson Sirlin '68 and their wives
for dinner at the Tucson Country Club.
Dr . Vernon L. Hawes, 145 Powell Rd.,
Allendale, N.J. , has been retired since
Apr il 8, 1971.
1930
Dr. Frank J. Hill , 8650 Blind Pass Rd.,
St. Petersburg Beach, Fla., retired
February 1 from the position of Staff
Physician at the V.A. Hospital in
Danville, Illinois after sixteen years
of service .
1932
Dr. C. E arl Albrecht, 1736 Dolina Circle,
Anchorage, Ak., comb ines a full time
practice with teach ing freshman medical
stu den ts at the University of Alaska.
Finding an apartment too small.
Dr. and Mrs. Albrecht purchased a
cottage in the fall which they find to
their liking . Th ey bo th are traveling
extensively throughout the state and
write "we love it."
Dr. Arthur B. Nightingale, P.O. Box 325,
Marco Island , Fla., is enjoying his
re tiremen t.
1933
Dr. Rich ard I. Barstow, The Village
Green, orfolk, Conn. , was recently
appointed a trustee of the Ellen Battell
Stoechel Trust, which finances the
Yale Summer School of Music and Art
in Norfolk. He is in active practice and
enjoyed the Spring Semin ar in the
British Isles. Dr. Barstow plans to be in
Philad elphia for his fort ieth reunion
at the Union League.
Dr. John R. Bower, 1669 Garfield Ave.,
Wyomissing, Pa., writes that his son
John '66 is now practicing obste trics and
gynecology in Wyomissing. His son
Edward '70 is a second year resident in
surgery at Jefferson.
Dr. C. Perry Cleaver , 250 Main St.,
Catawissa, Pa., has resigned from the
active staff of Bloomsbury Hospital after
thirty-one yea rs and has been elected an
Honora ry Life Memb er. Dr . Cleaver
was elected a Life Memb er of the
American Psych iatri c Association and an
Honorary Life Memb er of the Cen tral
Pennsylvania Society for Crippled
Children and Adults. Past President of
the Columb ia County Medical Society,
he received the "Brace for an Ace" award
from the Sta te Easter Seal Society.
Dr. Anthony Ruppersberg, Jr., 332
E. State St., Columbus, Ohio , is an
Associate Professor of Obstetrics and
Gynecology at the Ohio State University
College of Medicine. A member of the
Ohi o State Medical Board, he is
Chai rman and Co-founder of the
Com mittee on Maternal Health of the
Oh io Sta te Medical Association and of
the Franklin Coun ty Maternal Mort ality
Study . Dr . Ruppersberg also has a
private prac tice in obs te trics and
gynecology.
1935
Dr. W. Earl Biddle, Clinical Director of
Phil ad elphia Sta te Hospital's Northeast
Unit and Director of the Hospit al's
Department of Religiou s Affairs, retired
on January 19. He completed nineteen
years ' service at the Byberry Hospital
since he joined its staff as Clinical
Director. Dr. Biddle's thirty-six years in
psychiatry have been with the State
Men tal Hospitals. In 1944 he was elected
a Fe llow of the Amer ican Psychiatric
Association , and in 1970 he was named
a Life Fellow. He is also a Fellow of the
Pennsylvan ia Psychiatric Association .
Dr. Biddle is a past President of the
Warren County Medical Society.
Dr. Glenn S. Dickson, 1505 Foulkrod St.,
Ph iladelphia, attended a Pennsylvan ia
State Medical Society Seminar in
Honolulu and met classmates Philip R.
Wlest, Edgar 'V. Meiser and Herman
L. Rudolph.
1936
Dr. Paul E. McFarland, 5302 E. Palo
Verde Dr., Scottsdale, Ariz., writes that
h is son Henry, wh o intern ed and served
a three year residency at Jefferson, is
doing research at the University of
London, England.
1937
Dr. Carl G. Whitbeck, Box 177, R.D.
#2, Hudson, N.Y., retired from pr ivate
pra ct ice. He now works for the state of
ew York and is Senior Attending
Surgeon, Em eritus, at the Columbia
Memorial Hospital, Hudson, New York.
1938
Dr. Wilfred I. Carney, 154 Waterman
St., Providence, R.I. , writes that his son
Wilfred, Jr. is in his last year of his
surgery residency.
Dr. Jerome Chamovitz , 17 Beaver Rd.,
Sewick ley, Pa., is Vice Cha irman of the
Coun cil of Education in Science of the
Pennsylvania Medical Society, Chairm an
of the Scientific Committee of the
Allegheny County Medical Society and
Chairman of the Committee on
Continuing Education for Physicians in
Area Two of Allegheny County. A
facu lty member at the University of
Pittsburgh Medical School, Dr.
Chamovitz is a memb er of the
Corporation of Blue Shield.
1939
Dr. C. Roger Kurtz, 9999 Old George-
town Rd. , Bethesda, Md., is Chairman
of the Was hington, D.C. Division of the
Ameri can Can cer Society. Dr. Kurt z is a
Charter Fellow of the American
Academy of Family Physicians.
Dr. Jack R. Wennersten, 933 N.
Charlotte St., Pottstown, Pa., was named
a Fellow of the American Acad emy of
Fa mily Physicians. F irst Vice Pres ident
of the Montgomery County Medical
Society, Dr. Wenn ersten has received
recognition from the AMA for his
postgraduate work ; since 1948 he has
completed more than 1,200 hours of
accred ited medical study. He has
practiced in Pottstown for
twenty-two yea rs.
1944J
Dr. Glen J. Rad cliffe, 10805 Will owisp
Dr., Houston, Tex., practices anesthe-
siology for cardiovascular patients at
Baylor College of Medicine. His son
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Dr. Hayman '45
Glen, j r. , a biochemical researcher, hopes
to en ter medical school in the fall. Dr.
Radcliffe writes that "Fishing, ham radio
and work seem to take care of my time.
Classma te Max Steel drops in periodically
with pati ents for Dr. DeBakey. Looking
forward to a visit back to Jeff to renew
old friendships and see the many changes
that have taken place."
19448
Dr. Richard H. Ross, a Colonel in the
United States Army, has been selected
as the first Deputy Chief of Staff for
Operat ions, Headquarters, U.S. Army
Health Services, Fort Sam Houston,
Texas.
1945
Dr. H. Blake Hayman, 81 Crabtree Dr.,
Levittown, Pa. , attended the November
dedicat ion of the new Hayman Hall
athletic facility at La Salle College. The
building was named in honor of Dr.
Hayman 's parents. He and his brother
are both graduates of La Salle, and
close personal friends of its immediate
past President, Brother Daniel Bernian.
Dr. William C. Gaventa, Baptist Medical
Centre, Box 15, Ogbomosho, Nigeria,
has been serving as a consultant in
internal medicine at the mission hospital
since fall of 1972. A small group of board
certified specialists are providing training
for Nigerian house staff.
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Dr. Benson Krieger, 4115 Gypsy La. ,
Philadelphia, writes that his son, Myles
K. Krieger '72 recently became engaged
to Mlle. Regin e Wahl of Paris, France
and Gen eva, Switzerland. He will be
married in Paris in June and will begin
a general surgery residency in Jul y
at Lankenau in Philadelphia.
Dr. Francis L. McNelis, 100 Dudley St. ,
Provid ence, R.I ., is Chief of
Otol aryngology at the Rhode Island
Hospital.
1947
Dr. Herbert S. Bowman, 96 Carol PI.,
New Cumberland, Pa. , recently passed
the new subspecialty Boards in
Hematology, given for the first time in
1972 by the American College of
Internal Medicine.
Dr. William P. Coghlan, 4 Davidson Dr .,
Beaver F alls, Pa. , writes that his
daughter Ann is a graduate of Jefferson
School of Nursing and currently working
on her B.S.N. at the Univ ersi ty of
Penn sylvani a. Patrick is a sophomore
medical student at Jefferson, Matthew
is a junior at Penn State and Kevin is a
freshman at Swarthmore College.
Dr . Coghl an is pra cticing general and
thoracic sur gery in Beaver Coun ty.
Dr. John J. Dowling, Lankenau Medical
Building, Lancaster Ave. and City Lin e,
Philadelphia, was given the Distin-
guished Teaching Award by Phi Alpha
Sigma at a dinner January 27 at the
fraterni ty. Dr. Dowling is Associate
Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery at
Jefferson and is Chi ef of Orthopaedics
at Lankenau Hospital.
Dr. Paul H. Jernstrom, according to a
report from classmate William C.
Herrick, is back at work at the Califor-
nia Hospital Medi cal Center in Los
Angeles after a serious bout with hepa-
titis and hemorrhage. Dr. Herrick had
reported Dr. jemstrom's illness at the
class' twenty-fifth reunion last June.
Mrs. Blanche Kramer, 3960 Lankenau
Ave., Philadelphia, writes that Frederick
Kram er, son of the late Dr. Herbert
Kramer, will graduate from Jefferson
in Jun e, 1973.
1948
Dr. Donald M. Blatchley, 225 Profes-
sional Bldg. , Greensburg, Pa ., was
President of his county medical society
in 1972. Currently President of the
Pittsburgh Dermatological Society, he
is also President-elect of Westmoreland
Dr. Hum es '48
Hospital. Dr. Blatch ley writes that he
finished second in the Northeast Divi-
sion of the United States in B.P. sports
car racing; he also raced in the Ameri-
can Road Race of Champions for the
secon d yea r.
Dr. James J. Humes, Saint John Hos-
pit al , 22101 Moross Rd., Detroit, Mich.,
is President-elect of the Michigan
Society of Pathologists and will assume
office in Decemb er 1973. Vice President
for Med ical Affairs and Director of
Laboratories at Saint John Hospital, he
has been elec ted Vice President of the
American Society of Clinical Patholo-
gists, an organization of which he was
previously a Trustee.
Dr. Humes was presented the annual
Sunde rman Award by the Association
of Clini cal Scien tists in October. The
award is presented to a Fe llow of the
Association whom the Executive Com-
mitt ee feels has demonstrated outstand-
ing zea l in the pursuit of clinical science.
Dr. Humes is certified by the American
Board of Path ology in both clinical and
anatomical path ology and has authored
numerous professional publications. He
served as cons ultant to the Surgeon
General of the Navy prior to his retire-
ment from the Navy in 1967, and was
awa rded the Legion of Merit by Presi -
dent Johnson for exceptiona lly meritor-
ious service .
Dr. Ellis L. Silberman, 2080 Century
Park East, Los Angeles, is the Co-
dir ector of the Department of Diagnostic
Radi ology at Century City Hospital.
Dr. Whittington '49
1949
Dr. Thomas F. Head, 31 Elmhurst Ave.,
Providence, R.I., was recently elected
to the Blue Shield Board of Rhode
Island, to the Corporation of Providence
College and to the Presidency of the
Providence Medical Association.
Dr. Gerald Marks, 255 S. 17th St., Phil-
adelphia, writes that the Class was well
represented at the Fifty-Eighth Annual
Clinical Congress of the American Col-
lege of Surgeons, October, 1972, San
Francisco. Dr. Scott J. Boley, Bronx,
New York, presen ted a paper on Vascular
Insufficiency in the Postgraduate Course
"Diseases of the Small and Large Intes-
tine." Dr. Stuart W. Hamburger , Detroit,
Michigan, presented a motion picture to
the General Session entitled "Total Thy-
roidectomyand Modified Radical eck
Dissection for Papillary Ca rcinoma of
the Thyroid." Dr. Rob ert M. Vetto, Port-
land, Oregon, co-authored a paper
entitled "Antilymphocyte Antibody :
Specific Isolation and Mode of Act ion."
Dr. Marks presen ted a paper "Colotomy
and Colonoscopy," to the Interdi sci-
plinary Panel Discussion "Surgical Man-
agement of Polyp oid Disease of the
Abdominal Colon."
Dr. Sheldon Rudansky, 520 Franklin
Ave., Garden City, N.Y., has been
appoined Ch ief of Urology for Nassau
Hospital in neighboring Mineola. Dr.
Rudansky is also Chief of Uro logy at
Hempstead General Hospital in
Hem pstead.
D r. Edward A. Schauer, 53 Main St.,
Farmingdale, .J., just completed twenty
years of general practice, the last four-
teen of which he has practiced with his
brother Joseph Schauer '55. A Dipl omate
of the American Board of Family Phy-
sicians, Dr . Schauer has thr ee daughters,
one son and one grandson.
Dr . Richard M. Whittington, 5 Nelson
St., Rockville, Md., has been named
Regiona l Medical Director for the South-
east quarter of the United States. His
headquarters are in Washington, D.C.
Dr. Carl Zenz, Allis-Chalmers, Box 512,
Milwaukee, Wisc., has been elected
President of the Amer ican Academy of
Occupational Medicine. Th e Medica l
Direc tor of the Allis-Chalmers Corpora-
tion, Dr. Zenz is also a Clinical Professor
of Preventive Medicine at the Med ical
College of Wisconsin.
1951
Dr. Paul F. Crutchlow, Veterans Admin-
istration Hospital, 2615 E. Clinton Ave.,
Fresno, Calif., has been appointed Chief
of Urology there.
Dr. John C. Cwik , 1024 Susq uehanna St.,
Johnstown , Pa. , is President of the staff
of Conemaugh Valley Memor ial Hospital.
His elder son is currently enrolled at
Penn State University in Jefferson's
accelerated program and hopes to en ter
the Medical College in September.
Dr . Daniel R. DeMeo, 7 Nassau Ave.,
Margate, N.J., is the new Director of
rehabilitative service at the Betty Bach-
arach Home in Atlan tic City.
Dr. Willard Y. Grubb, 143 W. Phil ad el-
phi a Ave., Boyer town, Pa. , was elected
Secretary of the Board of Trustees of the
Pottstown Memorial Medical Center ,
which is presently building a new hos-
pital for 1973 occupancy.
Dr . Vincent J. McPeak, Foxcroft Sq.,
Jenkintown, Pa. , has been appointe d
Direc tor of the Departm ent of Obstetrics
and Gynecology at Holy Redeemer Hos-
pital. Dr. McPeak is Vice President of
Holy Redeemer 's Medical Staff.
Dr. William E. Wallace, 1851 Arlington
St., Saraso ta, Fla., is still practicing
neurosurgery in Saraso ta. He writes tha t
he has three sons, Jeffrey age twenty-
one, Robert age fourteen , and Scot, age
one yea r.
1952
Dr. David M. Barry, 285 Governor St.,
Providence, R.I. , was recentl y elected
President of the New England Neuro-
surg ical Society.
Dr. Zenz '49
Dr. Robert L. Evans, Harbour House
Apts ., #305, 5548 Spring Brook Rd.,
Rockford, III., writes that he has a
granddaughter Kate, born July 29, 1972.
Dr. Evans, who serves as Dean of the
Rockford School of Medicine, University
of Illinois, notes that practicing phy-
sicians are acting as teachers for the first
students and residents there. He also is
an Alumni Trustee on Jefferson's Board.
1953
Dr. Norman Gladsden, 2340 Coral Way,
Miami, F la., received a Charter Fellow
certificate from the American Academy
of Family Physicians. He is the active
Attending Physician at Cedars of
Lebanon Hospital in Miami.
Dr. Jame s M. Hunter, 243 S. 10th St.,
Philadelphia, was elected to membership
in the Societe Internationale de Chirurgie
Orthopedique et de Traumatologie. He
made a presentation to the group in Tel
Aviv, Israel, in October, 1972 on "Tech-
nique and Results of Flexor Tendon
Heconstruction Using a Tendon Pros-
thesis Prior to Tendon Grafting." He has
also made recent presentations to the
Eighteenth Congress of the French Con-
gress of Plastic Surgery in Paris, France,
and to the American Society for Surgery
of the Hand, in Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Doctor Hu nter is Associate Professor of
Orth opaed ic Surgery at Jefferson.
Dr. Stanley S. Schneider, 96 Brighton
Way, Beverly Hills , Calif. , announces
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with sadness the death of his wife ,
Lorra ine, on November 6, 1972. Mrs.
Schn eider was a professional printmaker
and designed the facing logo "War is
not healthy for children and other living
thin gs," which has been adopted as a
peace symbol throughout the world. In
Septembe r, 1972 she presented her ban-
ner to the United Nations Non-Govern-
mental Organization Conference on
Disarmament in Gen eva , Switzerland.
She also won many artistic competitions
in California where she exhibited her
work regularly. A member of the steering
committee of Another Mother For Peace,
Lorraine Schn eider herself was the warm,
understanding mother of four children.
Dr . Orlando P. Tedesco, 160 Long La. ,
Upper Darby, Pa. , writes that he is now
working for E. I. du Pont de Nemours
Co. in Wilmington, Delaware, "since a
recent illness forced me to slow down."
1954
Dr. Clyde E. Harriger, 636 Scalp Ave. ,
Johnstown , Pa. , is a Charter Fellow and
a Charter Diplomate of the AAFP. He
is the Rotating Chief at Memorial Hos-
pital and the Chief of the Family Pra ctice
Section at Mercy Hospital in Johnstown.
Dr. Harriger has a family of four , three
boys and one girl.
Dr. Christopher K. Hood, 1127 Crest-
brook Dr. , Charlotte, N.C. , writes that
Dr . Charles A. Porter '66 has joined him
in his pra ctice of obstetrics and gyne-
cology. "Dr. Porter passed his Obstetrcis
and Gynecology Boards in November ,
1972. I'm being forced to learn all types
of new thin gs from him ."
Dr. Henry W. Pletcher, 11,52 Grand
Ave., Poughkeepsie, N.Y., Attending
Physician in Obstetrics and Gynecology
at St. Francis Hospital, has been elected
President of the Medi cal-Dental Staff
there. Dr. Pletcher is a Diplomate of the
American Board of Ob stetrics and Gyne-
cology, a Fellow in the American College
of Surgeons and a Fellow of the Ameri -
can College of Obstetricians and Gyne-
cologists. He and Mrs. Pletcher have two
children, a boy and a girl.
1955
Dr. Robert E. Berry, 3593 Peakwood Dr. ,
Roanoke, Va., has been elected Chief of
Surgery by the Surgical Department at
Roan oke Memorial Hospital. He is
Director of Surgical Education for the
University of Virginia Medical School
at that Hospital.
Dr. Theodore G. Duncan, 346 Llandrillo
Rd., Bala Cynwyd, Pa. , Assistant Pro-
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Lorraine Schneider's peace logo
fessor of Clinical Medicine at Pennsyl-
vania Hospital, has been appointed
Chi ef of the Section on Diabetes and
Metabolism of the Department of Medi-
cine at Penns ylvania Hospital. Dr .
Duncan is President of the Garfield G.
Duncan Research Foundation and is a
form er board member of the Delaware
Valley Diabetes Association and the
Montgomery County Chapter of the
Penns ylvania Associati on for Retarded
Children.
Dr. Thomas N. Gates, 132 Sandywood
Dr. , Doylestown , Pa ., has joined McNeil
Laboratories, Inc., in Ft. Washington,
Pa., as Executive Dire ctor of the Medi -
cal Division. Prior to his appointment he
served as Director of Clini cal Develop-
ment for Ciba-Geigy Corporation.
Dr. Lee '56
Dr. William L. Kanenson, 1611 Baldwin
La., Harr isburg, Pa., is Assistant Profes-
sor of Medicine at the new Hershey
Med ical Center of the Pennsylvania State
Univ ersity.
1956
Dr. James P. Boland, 3300 Henry Ave.,
Phil adelphia, Associate Professor of
Th oracic Surgery at the Medical College
of Penn sylvania, has spen t six weeks
helping to establish the first formal train-
ing pro gra m for surgeons at the Univer-
sity of Saigon Medical School. The
program was sponsored by the AMA.
Dr. Stewart First, 255 S. 17th St., Phil-
ade lphia, was rece ntly ap pointed to the
medical staff of Lankenau Hospital. An
obste trician-gyneco log ist, Dr. F irst is a
Clinical Assistant Professor at Jefferson.
He was Board cer tified in 1964 and is a
Fellow of the American College of
Obstetrics and Gynecology.
Dr . James B. Lee, Buffalo General Hos-
pital, 100 High St. , Buffalo, New York,
gave the prestigious Mary Scott Newbold
Lecture at the College of Physicians of
Philadelphia, 19 S. 22nd St., on Wednes-
day, March 7. His lecture was titled
"Homeostasis and the Prostagland ins."
Dr. Lee is Professor of Medicine, Chief,
Section of Endocrinology at the Hosp ital
and Stat e University of New York at
Buffalo and serves on the Board of
Directors at St. Vincent Research Foun-
dation in Worcester , Massachusetts. He
is the author of fifty-eigh t pap ers. Dr.
Lee and his wife Audrey have four sons.
1957
Dr. Stephen J. Herceg, 2201 N. Second
St., Harrisburg, Pa., has been appointed
Clini cal Assistant Professor of Surgery
(plastic surgery) at Pennsylvania State
University, College of Medicine at
Hershey, Penn sylvan ia. "This past July,"
he notes, "we began a Plastic Surgery
Residency Traini ng Program at Harris-
burg Hospit al and Harrisburg Polyclinic
Hospital in affi liation with the Medical
Center at Hershey."
Dr. Philip J. Marone, 2508 S. 20th St.,
Phil adelphia, has been named official
physician for the Phil adelphia Phillies.
Dr. Marone has been on the staff of
Methodist Hospital since 1964. He is
on call for all Philli es home games
beginning this season. In addition, he
traveled to Clearwater , Florida , to be
with the team for spring workouts in
March . Dr. Marone works closely with
team trainer Don Seger.
A Fellow of the American College of
Surgeons, Dr . Marone is a member of
the American Board of Orthopaedic
Surgery. He is a Clinical Associate Pro-
fessor of Orthopaedics at Jefferson.
Dr. Albert N. Morgese, 51 Poplar Dr.,
Morris Plains, N.J., writes that his son,
Richard , is a third year medical student
at Georgetown University Medical
School. Richard's wife Judith is attend-
ing Georgetown University Law School.
1958
Dr. Sheldon C. Brown , 2006 Dwight
Way, Berkeley, Cali f., is living in San
Francisco and practicing in Berkeley.
"My practice is now limited to hand sur-
gery." He also announces the birth of
his second daughter . "Hope to make the
June reunion."
Dr. Francis V. Kostelnik, Skyview, RD.
1, Hellertown, Pa. , has been named
Chairman of the Medical Advisory Com-
mittee to the Miller Memorial Blood
Center. He has been Director of Labo-
ratories at Sacred Heart Hospital, Allen-
town , for the past eight years. A member
of the College of American Pathology,
Dr. Kostelnik is Blood Bank Inspector
for the American Association of Blood
Banks. His wife, also a physician, is
Director of Nuclear Medicine at Sacred
Heart.
Dr. Francis K. Moll, Jr., 464 Cooper St.,
Woodbury, N.J., has joined the Ortho-
paedic Associates in Woodbury, New
Jersey in priva te practice, after fifteen
years of professional service as a Marine
Corps Commander. Prior to this associa-
tion Dr. Moll was Chief of Orthopaedics
at Annapolis Naval Academy. He and
his wife have four children.
Dr. Joel L. Seres, 2800 N. Vancouver
Ave., Portland, Ore. , was appointed
Associate Clinical Professor of Neuro-
surgery at the University of Oregon
Medical School , on the voluntary teach-
ing staff. He won the Nesbitt Award for
the second year in a row.
Dr. Robert G. Somers, 3229 Burn Brae
Dr., Dresher, Pa., has a busy surgical
practice. He and his wife Ronnie
enjoyed their recent vacation in Spain.
Dr. Richa rd R Vanderbeek, 664 Spring
Valley Rd., Doylestown, Pa ., is Presi-
dent of the Staff at Doylestown Hospital
for 1972-73.
Dr. Marone '57
1959
Dr. Leonard C. Baldauf, 4250 N. Swan
Rd., Tucson, Ariz., announces the birth
of his fifth child and first daughter,
Kathleen, in August, 1972. "We enjoyed
seeing Kim Hewson '58 and his wife
when they visited Tucson this past sum-
mer. My brother Jim '59 is practicing
cardiology in Anchorage, Alaska."
Dr. K. Douglas Bowers, Jr. , 400 Drum-
mond St., Morgantown, W. Va., is a
Clinical Associate Professor of Ortho-
paedic Surgery at West Virginia Univer-
sity Medical Cen ter . He is also physician
to the Athletic Department there.
Dr . Harris R Clearfield, 720 Oxford Rd.,
Bala Cynwyd, Pa ., has been named Asso-
ciate Professor of Med icine and Director
of the Division of Gast roenterology at
Hahnemann Medica l College and Hos-
pital. Prior to his appointment he served
as Associate in Medicine and Head of
the Section of Gastroenterology at
Episcopal Hospital and Clinical Asso-
ciate Professor of Medicine at Temple
University School of Medicine. He is a
Fellow of the American College of Phy-
sicians and a member of the American
Gastroenterologic Society.
Dr. Robert V. Da vis, jr., Box 295 ,
Dalton Rd., Waverly, Pa., has joined a
group practice of ophthalmology in
Scranton. Dr . Davis is a Diplomate of
the American Board of Ophthalmology
and a Fellow of the American Academy
of Ophthalmology and Otolaryngology.
He and his wife, Judith , have four
children.
Dr . Arnold J. Halpern, 6 S. Belle Dr.,
W. Long Branch, N.J., is practicing
obstetrics and gynecology at Monmouth
Medical Center. He finds a great chal-
lenge in direct ing the residency training
progra m in his specialty.
Dr. Frank A. Milani , U5 W. Dr inker
St., Dunmore, Pa., has been certified a
Diplomate of the American Board of
Internal Medicine. He practices his
specialty in association with the Lacka-
wanna Medical Group. He is the Presi-
dent of the Medical Staff of Community
Medical Center in that county.
Dr. Terrence J. Thomas, 965 E. High
St., Oakland, Md., is practicing general
surgery in Oakland. He and his wife,
Joan, have five children.
1960
Dr. William R Fair, 819 Allardi ce Way,
Stanford, Calif., is an Assistant Profes-
sor of Surgery in the Department of
Urology at Stanford University. Last
year he went on a speaking tour around
the world to explain his research work.
He has recently attracted worldwide
attenti on with his discovery that prostatic
fluid taken from normal men con tains a
powerful antibacterial factor which is
capable of killing both gram-negative
and gram-positive organisms.
Dr. Herbert D. Kleber, 53 Ed gehill Rd.,
ew Haven, Conn. , is an Associat e Pro-
fessor of Clinical Psychiatry at Yale
Medical School. Dr. Kleber is also Direc-
tor of the Drug Dependence Unit at the
Connecticut Mental Health Center.
Dr. William T. Lemmon, j-, 102
Tanglewood Dr. , Lansdale, Pa. , has
joined the staff of North Penn Hospital
as a general surgeon. Dr. Lemmon, an
Instructor in Surgery at Jefferson since
1967 , spent two years with the National
Institutes of Health at Bethesda in the
surgery branch of the National Cancer
Institute. He and wife have two
dau ghters.
Dr. George N. Rime, II, 303 S. Juniper
St. , Escondido, Calif., announces the
birth of a son, David Ed ward Rime, on
September 28, 1972 .
Dr. Francis W. Wachter, 4191 Tam ilynn
Ct. , San Diego, Calif., writes tha t he is
really enjoying living and working in
San Diego. He sometimes sees old
friends George Rime '60 and Dave
Subin '61. "There are a few other Jeffer-
sonians of all vintages around also."
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1961
Dr. J. Jerome Cohen, 11 Rokeby PI.,
Staten Island, N.Y., completed his
thoracic surgery residency and was cer-
tified by the Board of Thoracic Surgery.
He is currently serving in U.S.P.H.S.
Hospital in Staten Island.
Dr. Francis J. Fanfera, Paoli Memorial
Medical Bldg., Ste. 101, Paoli, Pa., a
member of the surgical staff at Paoli
Memorial Hospital, has been named a
Fellow by the American College of
Surgeons.
Dr. Marvin Grossman, 409 Rte. 70,
Cherry Hill , N.J. , is the Chief of Cardi-
ology at Our Lady of Lourdes Hospital.
Married to the former Carol Yeisley, he
practices internal medicine and cardi-
ology in Cherry Hill.
Dr. William F. Hook, 221 N. 5th St.,
Bismarck, N. D., was certifie d by the
American Board of Nuclear Medicine
and the American Board of Radiology
in 1972. Chief of the Department of
Radiology at Bismarck Hospital, he
practices with a multispecialty group
at Quain and Ramstad Clinic.
Dr. Samuel Krain, 3849 Wheatsheaf
Rd., Huntingdon Valley, Pa., writes that
he and his wife, Joyce, recently had
their fourth child Philip.
Dr. Paul G. Pentz, 42 Kenneth Dr.,
Glastonbury, Conn. , became Director of
Student Mental Health at the Institute
of Living in Hartford , Connecticut.
Dr. Donald K. Roeder, 1 Francesca
Ave., Charleston Hgts., S.C., writes that
he is still in the Navy. Assistant Chief of
Surgery and Head of the Thoracic Sur-
gery Branch of the Charleston Naval
Hospital. Dr. Roeder also has received
a teaching appointment (Clinical Asso-
ciate in Surgery) at the Medical Univer-
sity of South Carolina. He and his wife
have three daughters. "We are en joying
life in the sunny South. We have quite
a Jefferson group here."
Dr. Jack C. Saho, 1400 - 14th St. , Lake-
wood, N.J. , has passed the certifying
exams of the American Board of
Thoracic Surgery. He is also a Diplo-
mate of the American Board of Surgery
and a Fellow of the American College
of Chest Physi cians . Dr. Sabo practices
general and thoracic surgery in the
Lakewood area.
thirty-five pa tients per day , so for a
therapist am quite busy. "
Dr. James A. Walsh, 5115 Falcon Ridge
Rd., Roanoke, Va., has joined Radiology
Associates there.
1962
Dr. Stephan Billstein , 1529 Third St.,
Sacramento, Calif., is the Chief, Division
of Disease Control, at the Sacramento
Health Agency. Dr. Billstein received
his master's degree in public health from
the University of California at Berkeley
in June, 1972.
Dr. Robert E. Farrell, Oakford Rd.,
R.D. # 1, Clarks Summit, Pa., was
recently certified by the American Board
of Radio logy. Dr. Farrell is a member of
the Radio logica l Group Inc. in Waverly
and serves on the staff of several area
hospitals. He is married to the former
Demaris Ceccoli.
Dr. Eugene E. Morita, 74 Mt. Muir Ct.,
San Rafael, Calif., writes that he is
leaving the service after ten years to
join the nucl ear medicine section at Mt.
Zion Hospital and Medical Center in
San Francisco.
Dr. Da vid E. Rosenthal, 921 W.
Cheltenham Ave., Philadelphia, was
certified in internal medicine in Jun e,
1970 . He is in group practice with
Sidney Wolfe '47 and Hyman Kahn '56 .
Dr . Peter L. Zemo, III, 5 Churchill Dr.,
York, Pa., has been elected a Fellow of
the American Academy of Ophthalmol-
ogy and Otolaryngology. Dr. Zemo
served with the United States Air Force
as a flight surgeon. He holds a private
pilot's rating and is a qualified glider
pilot. He and his wife have two children.
1963
Dr. James E. Barefoot, Alum Bank, Pa.,
has been certified a Diplomate of the
American Academy of Family Physicians.
He is associat ed with Conemaugh Valley
Memorial Hospital.
Dr. Fredric S. Bauer, 635 De Tamble
Ave., Highland Pk., Ill. , has been ap-
pointed Director of Medical Services at
Abbott Lab orat ories, North Chicago,
Illinois.
Dr. Arthur F. Fost, 50 Newark Ave.,
Belleville, N.J., has been appoin ted
Assistant Professor of Pediat rics at the
New Jersey College of Medicine in
Newark. Dr. Fost has three children ,
ages ten, nine and two.
Dr. Rugh A. Henderson, 237 Argonne
Dr. , New Kensington, Pa., is an Assist-
ant Professor in the Depar tment of
Family and Community Medicine at the
Milton S. Hershey Med ical Center of the
Penn sylvan ia State University. He has
also joined the Family Medicine East
practice group with offices in the stu-
dent apartment buildings.
Dr. Charles B. Kahn, 3350 N. 41st Ct.,
Hollywood, Fla., is pract icing rheuma-
tology there and was Board certified in
internal med icine in Jun e, 1972. He has
two children.
Dr. Gordon D. ViGario, 2373 Canyon
Dr. , Los Angeles, has joined a Radiology
Group in Burbank, where he does about
eighty percent therapy and twenty per-
cent diagnostic radiology. "I have about
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Dr. Theodore W. Wasserman '61 (left) and Dr. Timothy]. Michals '66 are co-
directors of the tw ent y-four bed Psychiatric Unit at Alb ert Einst ein Medical Center,
Daroff Division. Dr. Wass erman , Chairma n of the Department of PSlJchiatry at
Einstein, is also a Clinical Assistant Professor of Psychiatry and Hu man Behavior at
Jefferson. Dr. Michals is an Instru ctor in Psychiatry at Jefferson.
Dr. Thomas E. Klump, 6726 Eberlein
Ave., Klamath Falls, Ore., is enjoying
the private pra ctice of neurosurgery in
the beautiful Pacific Northwest . He was
recentl y Board certified.
Dr. E. Donald Kotchick, Braewood Rd.,
R.D . #2, Dalton, Pa. , moved into his
new home in July, 1972. After five years
in a solo practice, Dr. Kotchick began
a group general pra ctice in 1971 with
Jefferson alumni, Eugene G. Stec '54.
Dr. Kotchick writes "four children and
no complaints."
Dr. Rolf W. Lemp, 403 River Rd. , Fair
Haven , N.J., writ es that he is looking
forward to the tenth reunion. He is
the Director of Family Pract ice an d
Community Medicine at Monmouth
Medical Center.
Dr. Santo Longo, Box 14, Penns Park,
Pa ., is now in charge of the hematology
laboratory in Pennsylvania Hospital's
Pathology Department. Dr. Longo was
formerly an Associat e in Pathology at
the University of Pennsylvania School
of Med icine.
. Dr . Thomas S. Pa tricosk i, 12210 S. 86th
Ave., Palos Park, Ill. , is the Director of
the Division of Genera l Pra ctice at the
Little Company of Mary Hosp ital in
Evergreen Park. He was recently named
a Fellow of the American Academy of
Family Physicians.
1964
Dr. Robert A. Bullock, 148 S. Orange,
El Cajon, Calif. , writes "We are ex-
tremely happy here . Wh en I get away
from a busy pra ctice, we ski, play tennis
and enjoy our two boys."
Dr . William A. Freeman, P.O . Box 130,
Shippensburg, Pa. , was certified by the
American Acad emy of Family Physicians
in April , 1972 . He continues in fam ily
pra ctic e with his fath er , Dr. Albert W.
Freeman '36.
Dr. James S. Grim, 3420 N. Harvey
Pkwy. , Oklahoma City, Okla. , practices
anes thes ia with a group in Oklahoma
City. He has a bus y family life with five
sons and two dau ghters.
Dr. John H. Maylock, Mercy Hospital,
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., has been appointed
to the consulting medical staff of that
hospital with privileges in pathology. Dr .
Maylock is a junior memb er of the
American Society of Clinical Patholo-
gists and is certified by the Specialty
Board of Pathology (anatomical and
clinical).
Dr. James J. Mura ta, Burlingame Medi-
cal Center, 530 EI Camino Real , Burlin-
game, Calif. , is in pr ivate ENT practice
in Burlingame. A Clin ical Instructor at
Stanford University Medical School , Dr.
Murata was Board certified in 1970. He
and his wife, Connie, have four children .
Dr. David E . Ostrow, 811 E. W isconsin
Ave., Milwaukee, W ise., completed his
residency in neurosurgery at Yale in
December, 1972. Presently in private
practice, he is mar ried and has two
children.
Dr. Stephen D. Silverman, 8300 Chelten-
ham Ave., Philadelphia, has been named
Acting Medical Director of the Cumber-
land County Guidance Center in New
Jersey. Dr . Silverman was previously
Director of the Emergency Serv ice of the
Mental Health and Men tal Retardation
Center of Albert Einstein Medical Center
in Ph iladelphia. He also worked for sev-
era l mon ths as a psychiatrist at a men tal
health center in Israel.
1965
Dr. Na than B. Hirs ch, 507 Sevilla Ave.,
Coral Gables, F la., now practices obstet-
rics and gynecology there. He has work
at two pr ivate hospitals and has a
teaching appointment at the University
of Miami Medica l Schoo l.
Dr. Ward L. Jon es, 414 Bethany St.,
Thousand Oaks, Calif., announces the
birth of his third child (first son), Chris-
topher Ward, on May 22,1972.
Dr. Michael A. Kutell, 232 Westward
Dr. , Miami Springs, Fla., has passed his
boards in in ternal medicine with a sub-
speciality in hematology. He is now in
private practice.
Dr. Allen S. Laub, 21 Beaumont Dr .,
New City, N.Y., is in the private prac-
ticeof pediatrics in Rockland County.
He now has three children.
Dr . Philip Lipkin, 345 Harford Rd .,
Somerdale, N.J., recently completed a
residency in plastic surgery at Pennsyl-
vania Hospital. He is now on active duty
at Philadelphia Naval Hospital.
Dr. Gerard L. Mac Donald, 1508 LaSierra
Dr., Sacramento, Calif., is practicing
orthopaedic surgery. He is married and
has one daughter.
Dr. Thomas H. Malin, 110 Rodney La. ,
Camp Hill , Pa., completed his residency
in orthopaedic surgery at the University
of Pittsburgh in July, 1972. He is now
in private practice in Harrisburg and
Camp Hill , Pennsylvania and is on the
teaching staff of the Milton S. Hershey
Med ical School.
Dr. Amilu S. Martin, 1317 N. Academy
Blvd. , # 102, Colorado Springs, Colo.,
is in association in general and thoracic
surgery with her husband, Alfred J.
Martin '64 .
Dr. Harlan M. Mellk, Main and Jackson
Sts., Fishkill, N.Y., has be en appointed
Clinical Assistant in the Department
of Internal Medicine at Vassar Brothers
Hospital.
Dr. Burton W. Pearl, 807 Haddon Ave.,
Haddonfield , N.J., has been appointe d
to the staff of West Jersey Hospital. He
completed his orthopaedic residency at
the Hospital of the University of Penn-
sylvania wh ere he subsequently served
as Instructor.
Dr. Donald F. Post, 6210 Westover Dr .,
Mechanicsburg, Pa ., left the Air Force
in August of 1971 and has set up prac-
tice in the Harrisburg, Pennsylvania,
area. He is associated with three othe rs
in the pra ctice of obstetrics and gyne-
cology. Dr . Post has two girls and
one boy.
Dr. E. William Reiber, 1941 W. Buf-
falo Ave., Tampa, Fla., is in the pract ice
of general and vascular surgery in
Tampa and hopes to be on the staff of
the University of South Florida Medical
School, which has just taken in its
second class.
Dr. Thomas J. Schneider, 705 N. Olive,
W. Palm Beach, Fla. , was certified as a
Diplomate of the American Board of
Internal Medicine and elected a Fellow
of the American College of Gastro-
enterology.
Dr. Stanley J. Sutula, j-; 11 Valerie Dr.,
Vernon, Conn. , is work ing for the State
of Conn ecticut Department of Tuber-
culosis Control. He has two children,
Stanley III and Troy.
Dr. Arthur N. Triester, 260 Lamp lighter
La., Huntingdon Valley, Pa., practices
cardiology with Dr. Warren P. Gold-
burgh '52 and Dr. Joseph F. Rodgers '57.
Dr . Will iam B. Wood, 3304 Crown Crest
Rd. , Lexington, Ky., and his wife Elise
ann oun ce the birth of their first child,
Kristin Elizabeth. Dr. Wood is on the
anesth esiology faculty of the Un iversity
of Kentucky Medical Center in
Lexington.
1966
Dr. William R. Collini, 9 Stonehedge
Terr., Sparta, N.J. , entered the private
pra ctice of urology in Newton, New
Jersey in July of 1972, and is en joying it
very much.
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Dr. Franklyn R. Cook, 713 Cortlandt
Dr., Sacramento, Calif., is practicing
obstetrics and gynecology with the
Perrnanent e Medical Group, Kaiser Hos-
pital, in Sacrament o. He and his wife
Emilie announce the birth of Andrew
Michae l on October 11, 1972.
Dr. Lynn G. Cranmer, 730 Via Cielito,
Ventura , Calif. , writ es "Finally out of
the Navy and now in private practice
(dermato logy) in Oxnard, California."
Dr. Barton J. Friedman, 11 Maplewood
Dr., Maple Shade, N.J., finished serving
in U.S. Army on Okinawa. He is now in
private practice in pediatrics in Haddon-
field, New Jersey. Dr. Friedman is mar-
ried and he has two children, a boy and
a girl.
Dr. Joseph A. C. Girone, 1779 Cindy La. ,
Hatfield , Pa. , F.A.A.P. , is now in private
pediatric practice with the Pennridge
Pediatric Associates in Telford, Pennsyl-
vania. He is a Clinical Instructor of
Pediatrics at the Temple University
School of Medi cine .
Dr. Robert A. Goldstein, 8192 Inverness
Ridge Rd., Potomac, Md. , is an Assist-
ant Professor of Medicine in the Pul-
monary Disease Section of the V.A.-
George Washington University Medical
Center in Washington, D.C. He sends
regards from Mark , age one and Josh ,
age three.
Dr. Arthur B. Lintgen, 3965 Country-
wood La., Hatboro, Pa. , passed the cer-
tifying examination in internal medi cine
in June, 1972. He is practicing his
specialty at Abington Memorial Hospital,
having completed two years in the Army.
Dr. Burton Mass, 657 Oak Shade Ave.,
Elkins Park , Pa. , was the author of an
article on experimental emphysema in
the September, 1972 issue of the Ameri-
can Review of Respiratory Disease.
Dr. James S. Paolino, 9 Silver Spring Rd. ,
West Orange, N.J., is in private practice
at the Center for Internal Medicine,
Springfield, New Jersey. He is a Dipl o-
mate of the American Board of Internal
Medicine and a member of the American
College of Physicians.
Dr. Edward N. Pen , III, 339 W. Union
St., Somerse t, Pa. , has been certified by
the American Board of Surgery. Dr . Pell
is a candida te member of the American
College of Surgeons.
Dr. Arthur J. Schatz, 1870 N.E. 207th
St., Miami, Fla., is now practicing obstet-
rics and gynecology there.
Dr. Francis J. Viozzi, Crestwood II ,
R.D. 4, Danvill e, Pa ., is an Associate in
the Departm ent of Internal Medicine,
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Section of Rheumatology, at the Geis-
inger Medical Center in Danville.
Dr. Marvin S. Wetter, 70-35 260th St.,
Glen Oaks, N.Y., announces the birth of
a son, Jeffrey Lewis, on February 5,
1972. He will complete his urology resi-
den cy in June of 1973.
Dr. Theodore Wolff, 2204 Oxeye Rd. ,
Baltim ore, Md. , recently finished a fel-
lowship in adol escent medici ne at Child-
ren's Hosp ital of Washin gton, D.C . He
has moved into a new home in Baltimore
and is in the private practice of general
pediatrics.
1967
Dr. Joel B. Jurnovoy, 3630 Chimney
Swift Dr. , Huntingdon Valley, Pa. , is a
second year dermatology resident at
Temple University.
Dr. Michael B. Kodroff, 920 Chumley St.,
Portsmouth, Va., is a Lieutenant
Commander in the U.S. Navy. He passed
his radiology boards in Jun e and will be
at the Portsmouth Naval Hospital for
another year and a half. He hopes to
return to Florida.
Dr. John H. Meloy , Qtrs . 1219 , Quantico,
Va., completed his resid ency in internal
medicine in Jun e, 1971. He is currently
serving in the U.S. Navy at the Quan-
tico, Virginia Naval Hospital. In July,
1973 he will join the Blair Medical Asso-
ciates in Altoona, Pennsylvania. He has
a dau ghter, Natalie Lynne, born June
13,1972.
Dr. Lloyd W. Mosely, Jr., 1753 Breton
Rd. S.E. , Grand Rapids, Mich. , was
Chief Resident at Blodgett this year.
When he finishes his internal medicine
residency in June he will begin a two
year fellowship in pulmonary disease at
the University of Oklahoma Medical
Center in Oklahoma City. "When and if
I finish my quest for specialties I will
practice back in Grand Rapids,
Michigan."
Dr. Burton W. Schwartz, 5617 Regency
Pk. Ct., # 12, Suitland, Md. , and his wife
Judith P. Schwartz '70 announce the
birth of their first child, Hamilton Parker
Schwartz, on December 28, 1972. Dr .
Burton Schwartz is a pediatrician in the
Air Force, stationed at Andrews Air
Force Base and will begin a two year
neonatology fellowship under Air Force
sponsorship at Southwestern Medical
School, Dallas , Texas , in July.
1968
Dr. Joel M. Barish , 240 W. Queen St. ,
Inglewood, Calif. , is completing his
medicine residency at U.C.L.A. and will
take a fellowship in G.1. at Harbor Gen-
eral Hospital for the next two years. His
wife, Caro le, will complete her pediatric
residency at Harbor General next year.
Dr. Richard I. Cohen, 985 Schweitzer
PI., North Brun swick, N.J., writ es that
his second son, Daniel Seth , was born
December 7, 1972.
Dr. Richard J. Fl anigan, 1901 S. Locust
St., Denver, Colo., and his wife Barbara
had their thir d child, Regan; they now
have one boy and two girls. Dr . Flanigan
is in his first year of a cardiology
fellowship at the University of Colorado
Med ical Center.
Dr. Thomas J. Gal, 540 Steven s Dr. ,
King of Prussia, Pa., is comp leting a
postdoctoral research fellowship in
anesthesia at the University of Penn-
sylvania. He will enter the U.S. Navy
in July.
Dr . Jerold Kaufman, 270 E. Mermaid
La., Phil adelphia, finished his residency
in December and has joined the rad iol-
ogy staff at Philad elphia General
Hospital.
Dr. Thomas C. Kravis, Scripps Clinic and
Research Foundation, 476 Prospect St.,
La Jolla, Calif., was recently appointed
a Clinical Instructor of Medicine at the
University of California , San Diego and
continues immunology research at the
Scripps Clinic and Research Foundation.
He completed his training in internal
medi cine at the University of California,
San Diego and completed a pulmonary
fellowsh ip at the same institution. Part
of the fellowship included a year in the
laboratory of Nathan J. ZweiRer '52.
Dr . William L. Molinari, Jr., 20003 Gov-
ernmen t Circle, Gallup, N.M., is com-
pletin g his tour of duty in the Publi c
Health Service , where he is Chief of
Anesth esia at the Gallup Indian
Medical Cen ter.
Dr. William L. Molinari, j-, 2003 Govern-
ment Circle, Gallup, N.M., is comp leting
his tour of duty in the Public Health
Service, where he is Chief of Anesthesia
at the Gallup Ind ian Medical Center.
Dr. Sarah J. Richards, 307 N. Rock Hill
Rd., Webster Groves, Mo., ann ounces
the birth of her second child, Kenneth,
on June 29,1972.
Dr. Howard N. Sabarra, 264-16 74th
Ave., Floral Pk., N.Y., and his wife
Deborah announce the birth of their
daughter, Nancy Eve , on December 15,
1972 . Dr. Sabarra will complete his
urology residency in June, 1973 at
Long Island Jewish Medical Center.
Dr. Theodore J. Skowronski, 18 Drum-
mer's Way, Hatboro, Pa., has completed
his tour at Fort Lee, Virginia and has
returned to Abing ton Memorial Hospital
to complete his medical residency.
Dr. Edward A. Wroblewski, 531 Charles-
ton Rd., Mt. Laurel, N.J., is finishing his
residency in interna l medicine. In July
he begins a fellowship in cardiology at
Hahnemann Hospital.
1969
Dr. Robert Abel , Jr. , 5900 Arlington
Ave., Riverd ale, N.Y., will begin a
cornea fellowship at the Univ ersity of
Florida in July.
Dr. Andrew C. Bockner, 2132 Bedford
St., Apt. 18, Durham, N.C., is a Fellow
in child psych iatry at Duk e Univ ersity
Hospital. He sends word of the birth of
a son, Matthew Andrew, on January
24,1973.
Dr. Peter R. Bonafide, M.D ., 12 Town e
House Rd., Hamd en, Conn. , announces
the birth of a son, Peter Joseph, on
Decemb er 20, 1972.
Dr. Harold R. Hansen, 64 Edmund St. ,
Newington, Conn ., wr ites "Nancy, our
three children and I are here in New-
ington where I'm finishing my ortho-
paed ic residency . Our plans after July 1
depend on Uncle Sam."
Dr. David F. Henderson, Star Rte., Box
10, New Town , N.D., is the Dir ector of
Medical Services at the Minni-Tohe
Indian Health Clinic at the Fort Bert-
hold Reservation. In Ju ly, 1973 , he will
beg in his residency in medi cine at the
University of Vermont. He has two
children, Erin Lynn and Keely Ann.
Dr. Thomas A. Lane, 5001 Semin ary
Rd., #14 13, Alexandria, v s., writes
"My wife , Sonja , and I are looking for-
ward to ret urning to Jeff this summer
when I start my hematology fellowship
at Cardeza."
Dr. Vincent T. Randazzo, 8201 Henry
Ave., Phil adelphi a, announ ces the
birth of a baby girl, Paula Eil een , on
September 28, 1972.
Dr. Barry S. Smith, 311 Royer Ct. , Louis-
ville, Ky. , will complete his thr ee yea r
residency in PM & R in June and will
enter the Navy Medical Corps for
two yea rs.
Dr. Victor B. Tuma, 215 Amb oy Ave.,
Metuchen, N.J., has joined a gro up
practice of pediatri cs there. He intern ed
and took his ped iat ric tra ining at St.
Chris topher's Hospit al for Children in
Phil ad elphia, the pediatric unit of
Temple University School of Medicine,
where he later became Chi ef Resident.
Dr. Edward B. Yellig, 3045 Jackson St. ,
San Francisco, married the former
Suzanne Campbell on Decemb er 16,
1972. When he completes his Navy
obliga tion in June of 1973 he and his
wife will travel for a year before he
begins a residency in internal medicine
in 1974 .
1970
Dr. Robert M. Lumish, 4221 Winterbum
St., # A202, Pittsburgh , Pa., is the Chief
Medical Resident at Montefiore Hospital
at the University of Pittsburgh. He plans
to take an infectious disease fellowship
there next year.
Dr. Milton Rossman, P.O. Box 992 ,
Brownsville, Tex., will begin a residency
in intern al med icine at the University of
Cleve land Hospital , effective Jul y, 1973.
Dr. Rossman is married and has a young
daughter.
1971
Dr. James E. Barone, Apt. 14-M, 77
Seventh Ave., New York, is a resid ent in
general surgery at St. Vincent's Hospit al
in New York.
Dr. John B. Ferguson, III, 1000 Walnut
St., Apt. 906 , Philadelphia, writes "Jinny
and I are still in Orlowitz. I'm enjoying
the first year of my ophthalmology resi-
dency and we're both keeping busy and
having fun with Becky, our sixteen-
month-old daught er."
Dr. Daniel B. Gould, 863 E. Hom estead
Village La. , S.E., Rochester, Minn. , will
leave the Mayo Clin ic in Jun e to begin
a two year fellowship in nephrology and
tran splantation at the Massachus etts
General Hospital with the Harvard
Faculty.
Dr. William C. Hamilton, 1000 Walnut
St., Phil adelphia, is a first year ortho-
paedic resident at Jefferson.
Dr. John C. lacuzzo, 150 Florida Ave.,
Pat erson, N.J ., was offered a second year
surgical residency at Columbia Presby-
terian Hospit al of New York City. He
and his wife, Mary, have a young son.
Dr. John F. Motley, 6026 N. Warno ck
St. , Phil adelphia, is in the second yea r of
his residency at St. Christopher's in
Philadelphia. He and his wife Kate have
two children .
Dr . Theodore G. Probst, 2736 Independ-
ence Ave., Bronx, N.Y., is finishing his
first year of a surgical residency at
Columb ia-Presby terian Hospital in New
York. He will en ter the Navy in July.
Dr. Paul A. Raymond, 312 Cherry Lan e,
Johnstown, Pa., was appointed to the
family practice staff of Memorial Hos-
pital in Johnstown, Pennsylvania.
Dr. Frank R. Reale, 1700 E. 56th St.,
Chicago, III. , is studying for his doctorate
in exper imen tal pathology at the Univer-
sity of Ch icago. His wife Laura will
receive her master 's degree in bus iness
administration (hospital administration)
from the same university in June, 1973.
Dr. Dennis S. Riff, 170 City Blvd. West,
# 108, Orange, Calif., is a first year medi -
cal resident at Oran ge County Med ical
Center, affiliated with the University of
Ca lifornia at Irvine.
Dr. Flo yd F . Spechler, 137 Cooper Ave.,
Cherry Hill , N.J., is serving as a general
medical officer in the United States Army
in Fort Dix, New Jersey.
Dr. George T. Spigel, U.S.A.F. Hospital
Box 6023, APO, N.Y., is serving his tour
with the United States Air Fo rce in
Bitburg, Germany, working as a general
med ical officer. He is in charge of the
allergy clinic at Bitburg.
1972
Dr. Robert J. Catanzaro , 10601 N.W.
17th Ave., # 408, Miam i, F la., is finish-
ing a surg ical internship and will con-
tinu e at the University of Miami , Jackson
Memorial Hospital in orthopaedic
surgery.
Dr. Richard F. Garnet, Jr. , 1000 Walnut
St., # 1100 , Philadelphia, will take a
residency in pathology at Yale University
Med ical Center. He will begin this
residency in July after completing his
internship at Lankenau Hospital.
graduate student
Dr . Louis S. Grosso has been appointed
Pesticide Toxicologist for the Environ-
men tal Protection Agency in Philadel-
ph ia. He served pre viously with the Food
and Drug Administration.
Dr. Robert D. Smyth has been ap-
pointed Assistant Director of Research,
Biochemical Sciences, at William H.
Rorer, Inc. Dr. Smyth is the author of
many published papers and holds mem-
bership in a number of scienti fic soci-
eties. He, his wife and their four children
live in Prospectvill e, Pennsylvan ia.
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Obituary
Thomon M. Shorkely, 1906
Died in 1966 at the age of eighty-
seven.
James D. Whitall, 1906
Died Decemb er 26, 1972 at the age
of eighty-nine. A general practitioner,
Dr. Wh itall practiced in Philadel-
phia until last Jun e. He is survived
by his sons, James and Robert, and a
daughter, Helen.
Thomas L. Harris, 1912
Died July 11, 1972 at the age of
eighty-eight. Dr. Harris was a past
President of the West Virginia Hos-
pital Association and the West Vir-
ginia State Medical Association .
William T. Veal, 1912
Died ovember 28, 1972.
Merle F. Bossart, 1919
Died Decemb er 6,1972. Dr. Bossart
was a general practitioner in
Stow, Ohio.
Norman C. Riddle, 1919
Died February 1, 1973 in Darrington,
Washing ton, where he had practiced
for over forty years. Dr. Riddle is
survived by his wife, Carol Busk, and
five children.
Arthur Feibus, 1922
Died November 21, 1972. He was the
supervising otologist for the School
District of Philadelphia. A Diplomate
of the American Board of Otolaryn-
gology, he had been associated with
Children's Hospital, Lankenau Hos-
pital and the Hospital of the University
of Pennsylvania, all in Philadelphia.
He is survived by his wife, Beatrice.
Louis I. Berg, 1923
Died Octob er 1, 1972 at the age of
seventy-two. He was a member of the
American Psychiat ric Association, the
ew York Coun ty and State Medical
Societies and the American Medical
Association.
John M. Brewster, 1923
Died December 29, 1972 at the age of
seventy- three . Dr . Brewster was the
Medical Director of the Pennsylvania
Railroad Company from 1961 through
1964. Previous to that time he had
been Medical Officer of the railroad's
Philadelphia Terminal Division and
Regional 1edical Officer of the
Philadelphia Region.
During World War II he was senior
medica l officer on the U.S.S. Pennsyl-
vania , flagship of the Pacific fleet,
dur ing the Japanese attack on Pearl
Harbor in 1941. He served at times
as physician for President Franklin D.
Roosevelt on the President's naval
voyages .
A Fellow of the American College
of Surgeons, he was past President of
the Industrial Medical Society of
Philadelphia. He is survived by his
wife, the former Eleanor F. Clarke,
a son, and daughter.
William Cooperman, 1923
Died February 28, 1973 in St.
Michael's Hosp ital, Newark, New
Jersey, where he had been a long-
time member of the staff. Dr. Cooper-
man is surv ived by his wife, Diane,
a son and two daughters.
Dean H. LeFavor, 1924
Died January 6, 1973 at the age of
seventy-two. Dr. LeFavor served as
physician for the Borough of Palmyra,
New Jersey for many years. He was a
member of the American, New Jersey
and Burlington County Medical
Associations.
John B. Shurkay, 1924
Died November 22, 1972. Dr. Shurkay
practiced in Monessen , Pennsylvania
since 1936. He was Chief Medical
Advisor for the United Russian Ortho-
dox Brotherhood of America and a
member of the American Medical
Association and the Westmoreland
Coun ty and Pennsylvania Medical
Societies. Dr. Shurkay was seventy-
two years old.
William Steinberg, 1924
Died February 19, 1973, in Phila-
delphia. During the depression
Dr. Steinberg founded the Physician's
Drug and Supply Company in order
to sell dru gs by generic names thus
redu cing prices. The Company was so
successful that he retired in the mid
forties to devote full time to his Com-
pany. Surviving is his wife, Henrietta.
Herman M. Parris, 1926
Died January 14, 1973. A general
practitioner for forty-six years, Dr.
Parris was a member of the Philadel-
phia County Medical Society, the
American Academy of Family Phy-
sicians and the American Medical
Association.
Before beginning his medical career,
Dr. Parris studied at the Philadelphia
Conservatory of Music. He was the
author of many musical compositions,
among th em "The Hospital," which
premier ed in 1948. It was an orches-
tral suite based on the reactions of a
young woman undergoing an appen-
dectomy. Surviving are his wife,
Henrietta, two daughters and a son.
Bernard R. Wayman, 1930
Died March 13, 1973, in Morrisville,
Pennsylvania. A radiologist, Dr.
Wayman was associated with Mercer
and St. Francis Hospitals and was in
privat e practice with his son
Dr. B. Ralph Wayman '63. He is
survived by his wife, Frances, and
another son.
Stuart P. Hemphill, 1931
Died F ebruary 28,1973 in Danville,
Kentucky. Dr. H emphill served for
man y years as Jefferson's Vice
President for that state. He is
survived by his widow.
Alfred S. MoscarelIa, 1932
Died January 1, 1973. A general sur-
geon Dr. Moscarella had practiced
in Spring Vall ey, New York, but
recently moved to Ft. Lauderdale,
Florida.
Arthur E. Holmes, 1933
Died January 26, 1973 at his Lancas-
ter, Pennsylvania home. Chief of
Gen eral Hospital's arthritis clinic
Dr. Holmes served as first Chairman
of the Lancaster County Arthritis
Rheumatism Foundation and later as
Medical Director and Advisory Chair-
man. Surviving are his widow,
Eli zabeth, and two daughters.
Joseph H. Kniseley, 1933
Died September 19, 1972 at the age
of sixty-six. He was formerly Chief
of Staff at Memorial Hospital in Bed-
ford County, Pennsylvania. He is sur-
vived by his wife and four daughters.
Aaron Cook, 1934
Died April 27, 1972 at the age of
sixty-three . Dr. Cook had a general
practice in Waterville, Maine.
Leo L. Goldman, 1936
Died December 29, 1972 at the age of
sixty-four. Dr. Goldman had a gen-
era l practice in Trenton, New Jersey.
Edward C. Kottcamp, j-, 1936
Di ed January 24, 1973 in an auto-
mobile accident in South Carolina.
Dr. Kottcamp who had retired in
1972 after thirty-five years of general
practice in Marietta had moved to
Eagles Mere, Pennsylvania. At the
tim e of his death he was President of
the First National Bank of Marietta.
Surviving are his wife, Olive, and a
son and daughter.
Robert E. Wise, 1937
Di ed November 21, 1972. Dr. Wise
was a general practitioner in Hanover,
Pennsylvania. He is survived by
his wife.
James B. Carty, 1939
Died March 24,1973 at the age of
fifty-eight. Dr. Carty was Director of
Surgery at Delaware County Memo-
rial Hospital and on the staff of
Presbyterian Hospital.
Dr. Carty was amember of the
American College of Surgeons, the
International College of Surgeons,
the Academy of Surgeons and the
Coll ege of Physicians of Philadelphia,
and the Delaware County, Philadel-
phia, Pennsylvania and American
Medical Societies.
He is survived by his wife, the
former Allie Rendleman, his son Dr.
James B. Carty, Jr. '70, a daughter-
in-law, Susan Luscombe Carty '75,
his son John R., and a daughter,
Sarah M. Carty.
Dr. Carty had been a Class Agent
for the Class of 1939.
Richard T. Smith, 1941
Died March 1,1973 unexpectedly in
Lankenau Hospital, Philadelphia.
Dr. Smith was Director of the Rheu-
matology Clinic at the Benjamin
Franklin Clinic and since 1951 was
associated with Merck, Sharp and
Dohme as Director of Medical Serv-
ices, Associate Director of Medical
Communication and Associate Di rec-
tor of Professional Information. He
was Secretary Treasurer of the
American Society for Clinical
Pharmacology and Therapeutics since
1969. Dr. Smith served as Ma yor for
the Borough of Narberth and recently
was honored by a testimonial dinner
by th e citizens th er e. His wife
Dorothy, a son and daughter survives.
joseph J. McHugh, 1943
Di ed F ebruary 4, 1973. Dr.
McHugh, a general practitioner in
Ottawa, Ohio is survived by his wife.
John J. A. A. Bongiovanni, 1946
Di ed October 27, 1972. A psychi-
atrist, he practiced in Upper Darby,
Pennsylvania and was on the staffs of
D elaware County Memorial and
Fitzgerald Mercy Hospitals. Dr.
Bongiovanni was a member of th e
Upper Darby Board of H ealth, the
Delaware County Medical Socie ty
and the American Psychiatric Ins ti-
tute. Surviving ar e his wife, Eli zabeth,
and four sons.
John B. Logan, 1948
Died March 7,1973, suddenly in
Sarasota, Florida where he was in a
practice of internal medicine. Dr.
Logan was a Diplomate of the
American Board of Internal Medi cine
and a member of the Southern
Medical Association and the Florida
Medical Society. H e was a member
of th e Thomas Jefferson University
Founders Fund. Surviving are his
wif e, Laurie, three children and his
parents Dr. and Mrs. John A.
Logan'16.
Harry L. Rogers, Faculty
Died October 16, 1972. Dr. Rogers,
an Honorary Clinical Associate Pro-
fessor of Medicine, was appointed to
Jefferson's faculty in 1942.
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Jefferson's Art Collection
Subject Location" Artist Presented by
Alpers, Bernard J. McClellan Hall Alden Wicks Class of '59
Ansp ach, B. M. McClellan Hall Benedict A. Osnis Class of '38
Aponte, Gonzalo E. 1952 Jefferson Alumni Hall, 2 Robert O. Skemp Class of '71
Arnold, Michael Second Floor Hallway Mary Van Der Veer Unknown
Bartholow, Roberts Library Storage George W. Pettit Unknown
Bauer, Edward L. 1914 Auditorium Cameron Burnside Class of '45
Benn ett, George A. Dean's Office Suite Julius Bloch Board of Trustees, '59
Biddle, John B. Dean's Office Suite Samuel Bell Waugh Unknown
Bland, Pascal B. Library-Bland Room Lazar Raditz Class of '36
Bodine, William W. Scott Library, 6 George Augusta Board of Trustees, '66
Brubaker, Albert P. Library Storage William T. Thomson Class of '26
Cantarow, Abraham 1924 Jefferson Alumni Hall, 4 Alden Wicks Class of '60
Clerf, Louis H. 1912 McClellan Hall Frederick Roscher Class of '49
DaCosta, J. Chalmers 1885 South Lecture Hall Richard Blossom Farley Class of '24
DaCosta, J. Chalmers 1885 Main Hallway William T. Thomson Alumni Association
DaCosta, J. Chalmers 1885 Auditorium William T. Thomson Class of '02 in '29
DaCosta, J. Mendes 1852 Second Floor Hallway Robert Venneh Unknown
Davis, David M. South Lecture Hall Isabella Hunner Parsons Class of '52
Davis , Edward P. McClellan Hall Henry R. Rittenberg Cyrus H. McCormick
DePalma, Anthony F. 1929 North Lecture Hall Paul Froelich Class of '62
Dunglison, Robley Library-Second Floor Samuel Bell Waugh Unknown
Eberle, John Dean's Office Jacob Eichholtz Charles Eb erle
Auditorium
Piety in '50
Erslev, Allan J. Alden Wicks Class of '72
Fetter, Theodore R. 1926 North Lecture Hall Ruth Messner Mrs, Messner, Friends
Fisher, John M. 1884 Auditorium Benedict A. Osnis Friends in the Alumni
Flick, Lawrence F. 1879 North Lecture Hall William T. Thomson Unknown
Foederer, Percival E. Pavilion Sir Gerald Kelly The Foederer Family
Forbes, William S. 1852 Jefferson Alumni Hall Thomas Eakins Classes of '05, '06, '07:08
Franklin, Benjamin Library-Third Floor Unknown Unknown
Browsing Room
Fry, Wilfred W. Second Floor Hallway Leopold SeyfIret Family
Funk, Elmer H. 1908 South Lecture Hall Robert Susan Class of '33
Gibbon, John H. Jr. 1927 Second Floor Hallway Gardner Cox Class of '63
Gibbon, John H. Sr. 1891 McClellan Hall Alice Kent Stoddard Class of '31
Goodn er, Kenneth Jefferson Alumni Hall, 1 Alden Wicks Class of '68
Gross, Samuel D. 1828 Jefferson Alumni Hall, 1 Thomas Eakins Alumni
Gross, Samuel D. 1828 Dean's Office Suite Samuel Bell Waugh Dr. George Spenser
Gross, Samuel W. 1857 South Lecture Hall George W. Pettit Unknown
Gross, Samuel W. 1857 Library-Third Floor George W. Pettit Unknown
Browsing Room
Gruber, Charles M. Jefferson Alumni Hall, 3 John Christen Johansen Class of '53, in '55
Hare, Hobart A. 1893 McClellan Hall William T. Thomson Class of '27
Harvey, William Library Storage School of Sir Anthony Dr. J. Ackerman Coles
Second Floor Hallway
Van Dyke
Hatfield, Nathan L. 1826 Agnes Allen Henry Reed Hatfield
Heiser , Victor G. 1897 Second Floor Hallway Vuk Vuchinick Mrs. Heiser
Hausberger, Franz X. Jefferson Alumni Hall, 5 Alden Wicks Class of '67
Herbut, Peter A. Jefferson Alumni Ha ll, 2 Roy I. Spreter Class of '61
Holland, James W. 1868 Dean's Office Suite Adolph Borie Unknown
Hodes, Philip J. McClelland Hall Agnes Allen Friends in 1971
Hooper, Robert P. Scott Library, 6 Helen Lowden Evans Alumni Association, 1947
Huston, R. M. Library-Storage Jacob Eichholtz Unknown
Jackson , Chevalier 1886 Dean's Office Suite Robert M. Lukens Robert M. Lukens
Jefferson , Thomas Dean's Office Unknown Unknown
Johnson, Alba B. Scott Library, 6 Henry Rittenberg Unknown
Keen , William W. 1862 Second Floor Hallway William Merritt Chase Student's session of 1900-01
Keyes , Baldwin L. 1917 Auditorium John Christen Johansen Class of '55
Klopp, Edward J. 1906 South Lecture Hall Benedict A. Osnis Class of '37
Knowles, F. C. Storage Frederick Gill Class of '39
Kraatz, Charles P. Jefferson Alumni Hall, 3 Furman J. Fink Class of 1970
Kraem er, William H. 1906 North Lecture Hall Mrs. M. Stevenson Weed Elizabeth Storck Kraemer
Memorial Foundation
°Location subject to change at any time
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Jefferson's Art Collection, continued
Subject Location Artist Present ed by
Kyle, David B. 1891 McClellan Hall Henry R. Rittenberg Mrs. D. Braden Kyle in '38
Lewis, Fielding O. 1906 South Lecture Hall David H. Gettens Mrs. Morris H. Dixon '66
Loux, Hiram R. 1882 North Lecture Hall William T. Th omson Class of '29
Manges, Willis F . 1903 Auditorium Benedict A. Osnis John T. Farrell, Jr., M.D.
Martin, James R. 1910 Dean's Office Suite John Christen Johansen Board of Trustees in '57
Maury, Frank F. 1862 Library-Stora~e Carl Lind eman Unknown
McClellan , George McClellan Hal Mrs. IvL Stevenson Weed Mrs. Wee d
McCrae, Thomas McClellan Hall William T. Thomson Class of '25
McCrae, Thomas South Lecture Hall Benedict A. Osnis Alumni
Meigs, Charles Library-Bland Room Samuel Bell Waugh Stude nts
Meigs, J. Aitken 1851 Library Storage George W. Pettit Unknown
, Michels, Nicholas A. Jefferson Alumni Hall , 5 John Christen Johansen Class of '58
Mills, Frederick H. 1894 Second Floor Hallway Cameron Burnside Stude nts & Friends in 1945
Mitchell, J. K. Library-Second Floor George W. Pettit S. Weir Mitchell, M.D.
Mohler, Henry K. 1912 Dean's Office Suite Maurice Molarsky Class of '40
Montgom ery , Library-Bland Room Robert Susan Mrs. P. Brooke Bland in 1941
Edward E. 1874
Montgomery, John B. 1926 McClellan Hall Alden Wicks Class of '65
Montg omery, McClellan Hall Roy I. Spre ter Dept of OB/GYN
Thaddeus L. 1920
Moon, Virgil H. Jefferson Alumni Hall, 2 Daniel Garb er Class of '43
Morgan, David R. Jefferson Alumni Hall, 2 John Christen Johan sen Class of '57
Muller, George P. South Lecture Hall Alice Kent Stoddard Class of '46
Mutter, T. D. Library-Second Floor Thomas Sully Unknown
Pancoast, Joseph Library-Storage Samu el Bell Waugh Adire ll Hewson in
1874-Faculty
Pancoast, William H. 1856 Library-Storage Bernhard Uhle Class of 1885-86
Patterson, Ross V. 1904 Hall at Stairway Benedict A. Osnis Alumni, 1930
Perkins, William H. 1917 Dean 's Office Suite Cameron Burnside Class of '17 in 1951
Phillips , J. Altamont Second Floor Hallway Unkn own Mrs. J. Bunford Samuel,
daughter
Potter, William Dean 's Office Suite Hugh H. Breckenridge Unknown
Radasch, Henry E. 1901 Jefferson Alumni Hall, 5 Roy G. Nuse Class of '42
Rakoff, Abraham E. 1937 Auditorium Walter Stuempfig Class of '64
Ramsay , Andrew J. Jefferson Alumni Hall , 5 Alden Wicks Class of '66
Rand , Benjamin H. 1848 Jefferson Alumni Hall , 1 Thomas Eakins Unknown
Rehfuss , Martin E . Auditorium Cam eron Burnside Class of 'J44
Reimann , Hobart A. Auditorium Cameron Burnsid e Class of '51
Rosenberger, Randle C. 1894 Dean 's Office Suite William T. Th omson Class of '28
Rosenb erger, Randle C. Second Floor Hallway Robert M. Lukens Mrs. R. C. Rosenberge r
Rupp , Joseph J. 1942 South Lecture Hall Robert O. Skemp Class of '69
Rugh , James T. Auditorium William T. Th ompson Class of '34
Schaeffer, J. Parsons Jefferson Alumn i Ha ll, 5 Lazar Raditz Class of '32
Scheffey, Lewis C. 1920 Auditorium John Christen Johansen Class of '54
Shallow, Thomas A. 1911 North Lecture Hall Roy C. Nuse Class of '50
Shannon, C. E. G. 1902 Auditorium Sue Mae Gill Class of 'S44
Sodeman , William A. Dean's Office Suite Robert O. Skemp Faculty & Friends
Solis-Cohen , Solomon Jefferson Alumni Hall , 1 Maurice Molarsky Friends
Solis-Cohen, D. Hays Jefferson Alumni Hall , 1 Kath erin e S. Ferg Herbert L. Luria
Nelson J. Luria
Solis-Cohen, Jacob DaSilva Jefferson Alumni Ha ll, 1 Agnes Allen
Stellwagon, Thomas C. 1903 North Lecture Hall Benedict A. Osnis Class of '35
Stewart, Francis T. 1896 Library-Third Floor Leopold Seyffert Mrs. Francis T. Stewart
Browsing Room
Sultzberger, Mayer Second Floor Hallway W. C. Brown Unknown
Sweet, Will iam M. 1886 North Lecture Hall M. Pastore Unknown
Thomas, J. Earl Jefferson Alumni Hall, 4 Frederick Roscher Class of '48
Thornton, F. Quinn South Lecture Hall Benedict A. Osnis Class of '30
Townsend, Joseph B. Dean 's Office Suite E. Randall Unknown
Ulrich , George A. McClellan Hall Roy C. Nuse Class of '41
Vaux, Norris W. Auditorium Mauri ce Molarsky Class of '47
Willauer, George J. 1923 McClellan Hall Erik Haupt Surgical Residents 1965
Wilson , Joseph J. Library Storage Roy C. Nuse Brooke Anspach
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Officers and Ex ecutive Committee of the Alum ni Association
1973-1974
Presiden t: Paul A. Bowers, M.D., '37
President-elect : John J. Cartland , M.D., S'44
V ice-President: J. Wallace Davis, ~I.D . , '42
V ice-President: John Y. Templeton, III , ~I.D. , '41
Vi ce-President: John J. Detu erk, M.D., '38
V ice-Preside nt: Will iam H. Baltzell, ~LD. , '46
Secretary: orman J. Quinn , Jr., M.D., '48
Treasurer: W. Bosley Manges, M.D., S'44
C. Earl Albrecht, M.D ., '32
Peter Amadio , [ r., M.D., '58
Co nzalo E . Aponte, M.D., '52
George M. Arna s, M.D., '56
John B. Atkinson, M.D., '48
Benjamin Bachara ch , M.D ., '56
William H. Balt zell , M.D. , '46
Ed ward L. Bauer, M.D ., '14
J. Bernard Bernstine, M.D ., '22
Henry L. Bockus, 1\1.0., '17
Eu gene F. Bonacci, M.D., '56
Win slow J. Borkowski, M.D., '43
Francis F. Borzel l, M.D., '06
Pau l A. Bowers, M.D., '37
Ed ward C. Britt, M.D., '33
Robert L. Breckenridge, M.D . 1'44
David H. Brewer, Jr., M.D., S'44
Harold J. Byron , !\LD., '54
Gera ld E . Callery, M.D., '43
Rudolph C. Camishion, M.D., '54
Abraham Cantarow, M.D., '24
John P. Capelli, M.D., '62
Ralph A. Carabasi, Jr ., M.D., '46
Mario A. Castallo, M.D., '29
Joh n Cheleden , M.D ., '32
James E. Clark , !\I.D., '52
Louis H. Clerf , M.D., '12
Isadore S. Cohen , M.D., '39
Herbert E. Cohn, M.D ., '55
Joe H. Coley, M.D., '34
Samuel S. Con ly, [ r., M.D ., S'44
Jerom e M. Cotler, M.D ., '52
Samu el Cresson, M.D., '43
J. Wallace Davis, M.D ., '42
Leonard S. Davitch , M.D ., '43
Anthony F. DePalm a, M.D., '29
John J. De'Tuerk, M.D., '38
Thoma s G. Dineen, M.D. , '42
John J. Dowling, M.D ., '47
W illiam Eliades, M.D., '58
Robert L. Eva ns, M.D., '52
Stewart E. First, 1\1.0 ., '56
Paul H. Fried, M.D ., '39
Kennet h E. Fry , M.D., '3 1
Elmer II. Funk, Jr. , M.D. , '47
John J. Gartland, M.D., S'44
Irvin M. Gerson, M.D ., 1'44
Basil Giletto , M.D ., '37
Warren P. Goldburgh, M.D. , '52
John W . Goldschmidt, M.D., '54
Franz Goldstein , M.D., '53
George F. Gowen , !\I.D., '52
Haymond C. Grandon, M.D., '45
Reynold S. Griffith, M.D ., '18
Willi am K. Grossman, M.D ., '68
William V. Harrer, M.D., '62
Benjamin F. Haskell , M.D ., '23
Geor ge J. Haupt , M.D., '48
John H. Hodges, M.D ., '39
Ed mund L. Housel, M.D., '35
Wi lliam T. Hunt, Jr ., M.D., '27
James !\1. Hunter, xr.n., '53
Marvin R. /l yett , M.D., '63
Marvin E. Jaffe, M.D., '60
Malcolm Kates, M.D. , '59
Baldwin L. Keyes, M.D. , '17
John A. Koltes, [ r., M.D., '47
Warr en H. Lang, M.D. , '43
James II . Lee, J r., M.D ., '45
Will iam T . Lemmon, M.D ., '21
Willi am T. Lem mon, Jr. , M.D ., '60
Sid ney S. Lerner, M.D., '47
Dan iel W . Lewis, M.D., 1'44
Mar vin M. Lindell, Jr ., M.D., '49
Joh n N. Lindquist, M.D ., '43
John E. Livingood, M.D ., '13
Leopo ld S. Loewenberg, M.D ., '56
Joseph P. Long, xr.n., '39
Herbert A. Lu scombe, M.D ., '40
Joseph F. McCloskey, M.D., '43
Vincent T . McD ermott , M.D ., '26
John J. McKeow n, Jr., M.D ., '47
Lawrence J. McSt ravog, M.D., '45
James V. Mackell, M.D., '46
Hober t C. Mackowiak, M.D ., '64
John Maerz, 1\1.0., '51
Martin !\f. Ma ndel , M.D., '47
W. Bosley Manges, M.D., S'44
Herbe rt C. Mansmann, J r., M.D., '5 1
Gera ld Mar ks, !\I.D ., '49
Philip J. Marone, M.D ., '57
Joseph Medoff, M.D ., '39
Lawrence J. Mellon, Jr ., !\I.D., '59
T homas B. Merv ine, !\f.D ., '40
Bruce B. Montgomery, M.D., '60
John B. Montgomery, M.D ., '26
Thaddeus L. Montgomerr-, M.D. , '20
Melvin L. Moses, M.D., 62
Austin P. Mur ray, M.D ., '58
John A. Murray, M.D., '31
Thomas F. Nealon, [r., M.D., S'44
Hich ard L. Nernirofl, M.D., '70
John J. O' Keefe, M.D ., '37
John H. Patterson , M.D., '54
George R. Pechstein, M.D ., '48
Leon A. Peri s, M.D., '55
/l enry H. Perl man, M.D ., ' 18
Lou is Pieru cci, Jr., M.D ., '55
Edward Podgorski, M.D., '54
Pau l J. Poinsard , M.D., '41
Hobert Poole, M.D., '53
John R. Prehatn y, 1\1.0., '57
Norman J. Qu inn , Jr., M.D., '48
Abrah am E. Hakoff, M.D., '37
Ei leen L. Handall, Ph .D .
Joseph F. Hodgers, M.D. , '57
C. Jul es Hominger, M.D., '48
lI a rold Hovner, M.D., '49
Joseph J. Rupp, M.D., '42
Mari e O. Russell, M.D., '70
Willi am A. Hutter, xr.n., '57
J. Woodrow Savacool, M.D., '38
Russell W . Schaedler, 1\1.0., '53
'athan S. Schlezinger, !\I.D. , '32
Hamm ell P. Shipps, M.D., '26
Norm an J. Skversky, M.D. , '39
Stanton N. Sm ullens, M.D., '6 1
Mart in J. Sokoloff, xt .n., '20
Hobert W. Solit, M.D. , '6 1
Hichard H. Soricelli, M.D., '60
Charles G. Steinmetz, lII , M.D., '48
Harold L. Stewar t, M.D., '26
Francis J. Swee ney, [ r., "1.0., '51
Ed wa rd A. Teitelman , !\I.D ., '63
John Y. Templeton, lII , M.D., '41
Peter A. Th eodos, M.D., '35
Willi am J. Tou rish, M.D. , '28
Nicholas H. Varano, M.D., '36
Fred erick B. Wagner, Jr., M.D ., '41
John S. Walker , M.D., '46
Th eodore \ V. W asserm an, M.D., '6 1
Burton L. Wellen bach , M.D., 1'44
W illiam H. Whiteley, III , M.D., '43
Ceor ge J . Willauer, 1\1.0., '23
Joh n F. Wi lson , M.D., '37
C. Wilmer Wir ts, M.D., '34
Bernard B. Zamostien, M.D ., '37
Pau l D. Zimskind, M.D., '57
State and Service Vice-Presidents
Alaska-C. Earl Albrecht, M.D ., '32
Alabama-Thomas B. Patton, M.D., '41
Arizolla- Frederiek M. Kenan, M.D ., '37
A rkallsas-V incent O. Lesh, M.D. , '32
California-Clyde C. Greene, Jr., M.D., '41
Colorado-Donald P. Elliott, M.D., '57
ConrlCcticut -Maxwell E. Hagedorn, M.D. , '45
Delaware-Charles F. Richards, M.D., '42
District of Columbia-
Adolph Friedman, M.D ., '43
Florida- John Ch eleden , M.D., '32
Georgia-Albert S. Johnson, Jr ., M.D., '41
lIalcaii-Richard D. Moore, M.D., 1'44
Idaho- Claude W. Barri ck, M.D ., '45
l/lillois- Hen ry A. Seidenberg, M.D., '46
Ind ia na-John B. White, [ r., M.D., '45
Iowa- Sterling A. Barrett, M.D., '34
Kansas-!\lichael J. McAndrew, Jr., M.D ., '46
Kent ucky -Edward W . Connelly, M.D ., '42 .
Louisiana-Frank L. Bryant, M.D. , '27
Main e-Richard V. Du ffey, M.D., '50
Maryland-W. Royce /lodges, M.D., '31
Massachusett s-«
Eugene W . Beauchamp, M.D., '23
Miclrigan- John T . Geneczko, !\I.D ., '51
Mirmesota-David A. Boyd , M.D ., '30
Mississippi- Noel C. Womack, [ r., M.D., '47
Missouri-Rollin /I . Sm ith , M.D. , '3 1
Montana- Andrew J. Wehl er, M.D., '47
Nebraska-Stanley F. Nabi ty, M.D. , '49
Nevada-Charles J. Kilduff, M.D., '45
New Hampshire-
Philip M. L. Fo rsberg, xr.n., '36
New Jersey- Frederick C. DeT roia, M.D., '35
New Mexico-Marshan L. Clevenger, M.D., '50
New York-!\Iorris Amatea u, M.D., '23
North Carolilla-C. Hal Chaplin, M.D., 53
North Dakota- W illiam F. /l ook, M.D. , '6 1
Ohio-David B. /l eller , M.D., '47
Oklahoma- Joe H. Coley, M.D ., '34
O regon-William W. /l icks, Jr., M.D., '53
Rhode Island- Henry B. Flet cher, M.D., '40
Pennsylvania
W estern-ToEwing Thompson, M.D ., '33
Central-To be announced
Eastern- John J. Gill, M.D., '41
Soutli Carolina-Joseph Hod ge, M.D., '52
South Dakota-To be announced
Termessee-David B. Karr, M.D. , '30
Texas-Charl es L. Liggett, M.D. , S'44
Utah- James \ Y. W eb ster , M.D. , S'44
Vemumt -George J. Ravit , M.D., '3 1
Virginia- \Valter J. Brennan , M.D., S'44
Wa sh ington-Honald Tocantins, !\f.D ., '54
W est Virginia-Joseph P. Selt zer, 1\1.0., '37
\\'iscon~ in-Ca rl Zenz, M.D., '49
Wyomillg- Theodore L. Holman, I\I.D., '45
Puerto Rico-Simon Piovan etti, M.D., '51
U.S. Air Force-Maxwell Steel , Jr ., M.D., 1'44
U.S. Army- John C. Cressler , M.D ., '4 1
U.S. Navy- William T. Lineberry, M.D., '45
Veterans Administration-
Rod ney A. Farmer, 1\1.0., '41

ALUMNI CALENDAR
May 3
Dinner, Washington, D.C. Chapter
Washington Golf and Country Club
May 5
Old Market Street Fair sponsored
by the Women 's Board of Thomas
Jefferson University, Head House
Square, Philadelphia
May7
Dinner for alumni in Ohio
in conjuncti on with the State Medical
Meetings
The Sheraton Columbus Hotel,
Columbus
May 11
Dinner for alumni in Florida
The Americana Hotel, Bal Harbour
May 14
Reception in conjunction with the
meet ings of the Medical Society
of New Jersey, Haddon Hall, Atlantic City
May 16
Reception in conjunction with the meet ings
of the American Urological Association,
Dorset Hotel , New York
May 22
Recept ion in conjunction with the
meet ings of the Amer ican College of
Obstetricians and Gynecolog ists, Americana
Hote l, Bal Harbour
May 23 to June 7
Faculty Wives Art Show
Jefferson Alumni Hall
May 31
Dinner for alumni in
Southwestern Pennsylvania,
Lincoln Hills Country Club, Irwin
June 6
Reunion Clin ics, Deans Luncheon
Jefferson Alumni Hall
Class Parties
June 7
Alumni Banquet
Bellevue Stratford Hotel
June 8
Commencement
Academy of Music
. June 13
Dinner for alumni in Lehigh Valley area,
Lehigh Country Club, Allentown
June 24
Recept ion in conjunction with the Meetings
of the Amer ican Medical Association
The Dorset Hotel
30 West 54th Street
New York
